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Abstract 
Ma’at Solutions is an Austrian software company located in Linz. The company is 
specialized in financial business applications such as portfolio management systems. 
The company wishes to extend its existing product Ma’at Invest with an Internet 
version that will work as a substitute or complement to the main program. The project 
is named Ma’at Online. Ma’at Solutions would like to use the advantages in the 
present program developed in the Java development environment – Eclipse. An 
example of features that the company would like to transfer to the online version is 
that the user can enlarge or minimize windows on request. Through the newly 
released Adobe (former Macromedia) Flex this is possible even on the Internet. From 
this a general goal was established: 
 

- Create the Ma’at Online interface with an optimal usability approach in Adobe 
Flex.   

 
The workflow in the existing application was analyzed with UML- modeling notation. 
In this way it was easier to understand the purpose of the program and which 
functions were required. Furthermore the target user was defined to acquire the needs 
of the users. These requirements were then developed even more and were used in the 
remodeling of the workflow to better suit an Internet version. In addition to that, an 
alternative design was developed, that met the requirements stated in the prior stage. 
At last an evaluation was performed and a test study of the finished prototype was 
conducted to make sure that the program meets the requirements. 
 
During the development process, time was spent on trying to use the advantages of 
animations and interaction manipulations to create a better and easier workflow that 
prevents the user from frustration and errors. Instead it is supposed to provide help to 
the user when needed. The components in the Adobe Flex were investigated and 
tested to see how they could be created in the scripting language Action Script and if 
they could fit into the application.  
 
The result of the project was that the application is user-friendly and has an aesthetic 
interface based on an edge-cutting technology.  
 
The conclusion of the development process in Adobe Flex is that the technology still 
has complications, however in a few years, the features used in standalone programs 
will be used on the Internet.  
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Sammanfattning 
Ma’at Solution är ett Österrikiskt företag beläget i Linz, som utvecklar affärssystem 
specialiserade på aktieportföljsoptimering och värdepappers hantering. Företaget 
önskar komplettera sin nuvarande produkt Ma’at Invest med en Internetversion som 
delvis ska fungera som substitut men också som komplement till huvudprogrammet. 
Projektet kallades Ma’at Online. Man vill använda sig av de fördelar som finns i och 
med det nuvarande Java-utvecklingsverktyget- Eclipse. Exempel på fördelar är 
möjligheten att förstora och förminska önskade fönster vid behov. Genom det 
nyutvecklade Adobe (förut Macromedia) Flex är detta nu möjligt även på Internet. Ur 
denna idé utvecklades ett övergripande mål: 
 

- Skapa ett användarvänligt gränssnitt för Ma’at Online med hjälp av Adobe 
Flex.  

 
Initialt analyserades arbetsflödet i det existerande programmet med hjälp av UML- 
notation. På så sätt var det enklare att förstå hur programmet var uppbyggt och vilka 
funktioner som ansågs nödvändiga. Vidare definierades målgruppen för att förstå hur 
programmet ska användas och vilka krav som bör ställas. Dessa krav utarbetades 
ytterligare och användes sedan för att omforma arbetsflödet från den nuvarande 
applikationen. Därefter utvecklades en alternativ design som mötte de utsatta kraven. 
Slutligen testades programmet på användarna för att säkerställa användbarheten.  
 
Ytterligare lades kraft på att skapa ett gränssnitt som tog vara på fördelarna med 
animation och användarmanipulation för att skapa ett bättre och enklare arbetsflöde 
som förhindrar frustration och misstag och som istället hjälper användaren vid behov.  
 

Ur datateknisk synpunkt undersöktes vilka komponenter som borde användas och hur 
de kunde skapas i Adobe Flex med hjälp av programmeringsspråket ActionScript.  

Projektet resulterade i ett användarvänligt och estetiskt gränssnitt baserad på ny 
revolutionerande teknik som talar till rätt målgrupp och uppfyller de för programmet 
uppsatta målen.  

Av utvecklingsarbetet med Adobe Flex har slutsatsen dragits att tekniken fortfarande 
har komplikationer, men att inom ett par år kommer de funktioner som är vanligt 
förekommande i standardprogram användas på Internet.  
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1 Introduction 
Ma’at Solutions is a software company, based in Linz, Austria. The company and the 
author of this thesis came in contact with each other through the Swedish Chamber of 
Commerce. The company was looking for interns to develop an Internet version of 
their main product with the newly released Adobe (former Macromedia) Flex. The 
initial correspondence emerged into a three months long internship at the Ma’at 
Solutions office in Linz, Austria. 

1.1 Background 

1.1.1 Background of the company 

Ma’at Solutions develops business systems with its focus on finance. The company 
has eight employees and is run in an entrepreneurial sense of business. Target 
customers are Austrian banks and insurance companies and potential development 
areas are Germany and Switzerland. Ma’at Invest is Ma’at Solutions main application 
and consists of complex functions that for instance support the bank clerks in 
maximizing the profit in a portfolio. Ma’at Invest is developed in Java as a standalone 
program. To extend the Ma’at Invest application, the company wished to develop a 
simplified version of Ma’at Invest accessible on the Internet. The project was called 
Ma’at Online and the team included three developers. During a start up meeting, the 
work distributions were presented and divided into three separate layers in the Flex 
architecture: presentation layer, integration layer and server layer. The presentation 
layer was assigned to the author of this thesis. This includes: 

▪ Analyzing the workflow 
▪ Designing the user interface 
▪ Creating charting components and custom components.  
 

The two other layers consist of the integration layer and the server layer, which 
include tasks such as: the implementations of methods and the Enterprise data 
services. The server layer handles the data base setup and configuration.  
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1.2 Problem statement 
Ma’at Invest is a very complex application which contains a large number of data in 
tables, columns, charts and diagrams.  In this case it is important to present them in 
the best possible way so that the end user can use the information. 

1.2.1 General goal 

The general goal of this final year work is to: 
- Create the Ma’at Online interface with an optimal usability approach in Adobe 

Flex.   

1.2.2 Questions 

The thesis is built upon on these questions:  
- How can the workflow of Ma’at Invest be analyzed in the most efficient way? 
- What areas of problems are detected in Ma’at Invest and how can they be 

solved? 
- How can the features of a standard stand-alone program be translated into an 

Internet application and what differences are there?  
- How can Adobe Flex be used to increase the workflow and usability of Ma’at 

Online? 
- How can complex data be displayed in charts and diagrams? 

1.3 Purpose and Goals 
Ma’at Solutions does not own any prior experience in designing for usability, the 
team has put more work into the very complex and complicated functions of the 
program. Nor does the company have any knowledge of Adobe Flex. The purpose of 
the project is that the student will develop methods and theories on how usability 
principles can be used in applications within the financial area. At the same time she 
will evaluate the advantages of Flex and whether it can be a good tool to use in their 
area of interface development. Ma’at Solutions also wants to see an example of the 
interface of their application made in Flex. Their plans are to use Ma’at Online as a 
complement to the Ma’at Invest.  
 
Hence, the goal of the project is to design an interface that presents methods in how 
the workflow and usability can be improved. The workflow shall be self explanatory 
and provide sufficient help in times of confusion and risk for errors.  

1.4 Limitation 
The project focuses the interface of a financial application developed in Adobe Flex 
only. Consequently the project does not include the implementation of the data 
services and the Java methods needed for the advanced financial mathematic 
functions, nor is the database connection included. However these tasks are well 
considered within the Ma’at Online team due to the integration layer and the server 
layer. When the interface design is completed, it will be used for marketing purposes 
while the data services and the database connections are implemented.  
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While the Ma’at Online application shall serve as a complementary version of Ma’at 
Invest it does not necessarily have to have all the functionality that the original 
product offers i.e. one key feature is left out because the functions are not fully 
developed in the main application.  

1.5 Method 
The method used in developing this application, is a hybrid between the UML- 
modeling notation and the usability principle method. The UML- notation fulfills the 
purpose of creating a documentation that can easily be used in different stages of the 
development process. The usability method is used to increase the usability in the 
system. The work process is divided into six steps: 
 

• Analyse the Ma’at Invest processes and the workflow. Define the processes 
with the help from UML modeling.  

• Define the target user and understand how the user will use the program. 
• Remodel the workflow and analyse how a usability approach can be applied to 

Ma’at Online. (Many tables, columns, charts and diagrams) according to 
empiric studies.  

• Identify the needs and establish requirements for Ma’at Online. 
• Develop an alternative design that meets the requirements stated in the prior 

stage.   
• Perform an evaluation and a test study of the finished prototype. 

 
The main research and implementation were preformed in close connections with 
Ma’at Solutions at their office in Linz. Daily planning, company insight and problem 
solving together with the company gives a good foundation for a successful 
cooperation. The connections with the supervisor from the Engineering school of 
Jönköping were done through email, telephone and in the end personal meetings. The 
report is written in English so that both the school and the company can take part of it.  

1.6 Thesis Outline  

The thesis is structured in five chapters:  

The first chapter Introduction describes the problems with complicated workflows 
and complex data. Moreover the chapter defines the goals and purposes of the project. 
Also the delimitation and the method are discussed.  

The second chapter Terminology and Theoretical background introduces the 
empirical studies and theories on which this thesis is built. This chapter contains a 
section where the definitions of; Interaction Design, Human-Computer Interaction, 
Usability, and User Experience are declared. The foundations of UML- notation 
principles are also covered. An important part of the chapter is the principles and 
advantages of the Rich Internet Application and how Adobe Flex is applied to it, 
when it comes to user interface programming and design. The paragraphs of the 
chapter also cover the basic characteristics of a portfolio management application and 
the main features of Ma’at Invest. 
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The third chapter Implementation describes the systematical work on how the work 
flow and the user interface have been modified to become more user-friendly and 
better visualize complex data. A target user is defined and the existing workflow is 
analyzed. The main functions are presented and how they were developed.  

The fourth chapter Results contains the findings of the project which includes screen 
shots of the interface. An evaluation on how well the application meets its functional 
specifications and content requirements is also included. The result part also covers 
the results of the usability tests and overall if the goals of the thesis have been 
achieved 

Finally the sixth chapter Conclusion summarizes the main concepts of the thesis and 
gives an outlook on future extensibility and possibilities.  
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2 Theoretical background  
2.1  GUI design principles 

2.1.1  Interaction design  

Interaction design is the way a person interacts with products in his or her 
environment. It can be any product and does not necessarily have to mean a machine 
or computer. Preece (2002, p.7) defines interaction design in this way: 
 

“Interaction design is designing interactive products to support people in their 
everyday lives. In particular, it is about creating user experience that enhance 
and extend the way people work, communicate and interact.” 

 
The reason why interaction design often is brought up when talking about technical 
devices, is that it is an area where a human requires instructions to understand how to 
operate the machine. Garrett (2002, p.125) argues the importance that the developer 
understands both the user and the technical apparatus and to make sure that they can 
communicate with one other. As the part of the role as interpreter, interaction design 
also concerns that the user understands what operations are possible or appropriate at 
any given time. Garrett also discusses that the user shall be able to understand the 
workflow without having it explained to him/her.  
 
Usually interaction design is viewed as the most fundamental of all design disciplines, 
for instance studies from fields such as psychology, sociology and engineering.  
 
According to Preece (2002, p.12) the process of interaction design involves four basic 
activities: 

• Identifying the needs and establishing requirements. 
• Developing alternative design that meets those requirements. 
• Building interactive versions of the designs so that they can be communicated 

and assessed. 
• Evaluating what is being built throughout the process.  
 

In addition to these four basics activities, there are three key characteristics of the 
interaction design process: 

• Users should be involved throughout the development of the project. 
• Goals shall be identified, documented, and agreed upon at the beginning of the 

project. 
• Iteration through the four activities is necessary.  
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2.1.2  Human-computer interaction 

An interdisciplinary field within interaction design is human-computer interaction 
(HCI). Simply it is the study, planning and design on the interaction between a human 
and a computer. HCI revolves around designing graphical user interfaces and web 
interfaces. It concerns the processes: designing, implementing, evaluating, and 
redesigning interfaces. (www.wikipedia.org, 2006-03-20).  
 
The two main aims of interaction design are to reach usability goals and user 
experience goals. The way they differ is how they can be measured and how the goals 
can be met.  

2.1.3  Usability 

Usability is a subject that is sometimes hard to concretize. There are many different 
approaches and not only one accepted definition. However, each approach relates to 
how easy a product or interface is to use and how it should be measured. According to 
the international standard organization ISO usability is defined as: 

“The extent to which a product can be used by specified users to achieve specified 
goals with effectiveness, efficiency and satisfaction in a specified context of use.” 
(ISO 9241-11:1998 ) 
The definition given in the ISO standard for usability is comprehensive; it does not 
only concern the functionality of the product but positions the user’s experience and 
perception in focus.  Jacob Nielsen takes further steps to concretize the concept. He 
defines usability (2003, www.useit.com/alertbox/20030825.html 
) by five quality components:  

• Learnability: The design shall be easy to learn and to understand to a user 
who has never seen the user interface before. The user shall be able to use the 
system immediately.   

• Efficiency: Once an experienced user has learned to use the system, the 
efficiency is about how fast he or she can accomplish the tasks. 

• Memorability: It should be easy to remember how the website works, so that 
the user can use it effectively and does not have to learn everything all over 
again.  

• Errors: The website shall prevent the user to make mistakes, and in case of 
errors, help the user recover from them. 

• Satisfaction: The user’s feelings about how much he/she likes using the 
system. 

Nielsen also suggests 10 concrete guidelines to increase the usability in websites. He 
states that if the developer follows these guidelines, the usability can be improved, 
and consequently increase the economical value of the company. The guidelines are 
like follows: 

 
- Use an easy and natural dialog. 
- Speak the user’s language 
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- Reduce the short memory load 
- Strive for consistency 
- Offer informative feedback  
- Provide clearly marked exits 
- Provide shortcuts 
- Provide good error messages 
- Prevent errors 
- Provide help and documentation 

The reason why usability is important to bear in mind when it comes to web design is 
simply: “If the website is difficult to use and fails to clearly state what a company 
offers, people leave”, writes Nielsen. Users do not want to spend time trying to figure 
out an interface, but rather prefer a competitor’s page.  

2.1.4  User experience 

The difference between usability and user experience is that the later considers the 
whole experience and satisfaction a user receives when using a product or system. For 
example the goals can be to create a system that is fun, enjoyable, pleasurable, 
entertaining, aesthetically pleasing, motivating etc. User experience goals are even 
harder than the usability goals to measure and to reach. Every user can get different 
experience from the same system. What is fun to someone might not be fun to 
someone else.  

2.1.5  Layout and composition  

There are several guidelines to follow when designing for the web. Simplicity, 
consistency, efficiency and focus are rules that are important to follow when it comes 
to the layout according to Brinck (2002, p.180). Simplicity is to keep the page 
structured and make sure that titles are recognized as titles and navigation elements 
are clearly for navigation. Consistency helps the navigation to be easy to use, 
reinforces a sense of structure, and decreases learning time associated with navigation 
the site, claims Brinck. The best way to increase efficiency is to reduce user and data 
errors and cutting down the time required to complete the task. Best is the 
combination between minimizing both errors and time, states David Hogue (2006, 
p.8). Focus is about placing key elements in the centre of attention and showing what 
parts are important.  

Contrast is essential for the design and to create balance and structure. It can involve 
shape, color, size, or position and so on. Contrast is connected to consistency, “Make 
similar things look similar. Make different things look different. Leave nothing to 
chance.” (Brinck, 2002, p.188). Brinck also argues that the layout needs to contain 
balance. A combination of symmetrical and asymmetrical layouts can establish a 
feeling of balance and hence consistency. One other way to create consistency is to 
use repeated elements throughout the layout. A great tool for obtaining consistency is 
to use Cascadian Style Sheet. In this sheet, the typefaces, font sizes, colors and styles 
are declared and it lets the user control the whole website. 
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2.1.6 Navigation and orientation 

The most important in a web application is the navigation. The web page should 
always be able to answer the questions; where am I, where have I been and where can 
I go? One way to help the user to answer these questions is to use the right color code 
on links and provide a visual navigation menu. Krug (2006, p.79) talks about how tabs 
are one of the very few cases were using a physical metaphor in a user interface 
actually works. The tabs create an illusion that the active tab physically moves to the 
front. To create this illusion, the active tab needs to be in a different color or 
contrasting shade, and it shall be connected to the space below it. This helps the user 
to know where he/she is in the navigation. “Like the tab divider in a large dictionary, 
they divide whatever they are sticking out of into sections. It is easy to open the 
sections” (Krug 2006, p.79).  

2.1.7 Text on the screen 

Studies show that reading a normal paper takes about 25% of the time reading the 
same document on the screen (Nielsen, 2001, p.101). It is also known that users do 
not read a text carefully, but skim through it (Nielsen, 2001, p.104). Nielsen advises 
good contrast between the background and the text and the usage of a pleasant font 
size. These facts require smaller amount of data and more structured layout. Brinck 
(2002, p.294) suggests the developer to break up the text into meaningful chunks. If 
the text can be reduced without leaving important information out, it should be done.  

2.1.8 Scrolling 

Cooper (2003, p.26) discusses the advantages and disadvantages of scrolling. He says 
that “People tend only to scroll pages when they know that there’s something worth 
looking for” (2002, p.26). He also points out that “unintentional horizontal scroll bars 
are the official seal of failure on a design” (2002, p.26). Also vertical scrollbars shall 
be avoided according to Brinck (2002, p.230).  

2.1.9 Visual interactions 

User interactions in basic web design mostly concerns clicking on links or buttons and 
filling out forms. However in thick client programs, the users are interacting more 
with the interface than in websites. Ben Schneiderman coined the term Direct 
Manipulation which contains three concepts: 

• Visual representation of the manipulated objects 

• Physical actions instead of text entries 

• Immediately visible impact of the operation.    
The two first elements concerns the look of the object and what signals it gives the 
user. For instance a button is supposed to look clickable. The third point is about the 
users’ interactions with the program. Typical interaction events are for example: tree 
views, drag and drop and input boxes.  (Cooper, 2003, p.92) 
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2.1.10 Drag and drop 

The idea of dragging things to a trash can icon to delete the object was invented at 
Xerox PARC and populated by Apple (Cooper, 2003, p.263). Nowadays it is an 
obvious feature of the interface.  
 
Cooper divided the direct manipulation process into three phases (2003, p.265). In a 
drag and drop event the phases would look like following: 

• Free phase: Before the user takes any action. Nothing has happened yet. The 
job of the interface is to indicate direct manipulation at the right time.  

• Captive phase: After the user has begun the drag. In this phase, the interface 
has two tasks. It must indicate that the direct manipulation process has begun, 
and it must visually identify the potential participations in the action.  

• Termination phase: after the user releases the mouse button, the user interface 
must plainly indicate to the user that the action has been terminated and show 
exactly what the result is.   

2.1.11 Radio Buttons 

Radio buttons are ideal for situations where the user has 3-5 options. Any more than 5 
options and the decision will most likely depend on the amount of available screen 
real estate. If the user has less than 3 options, a checkbox is probably more 
appropriate. Radio buttons are also beneficial when additional contextual help is 
needed to provide for each choice. For instance if there is a choice for a "Gold", 
"Silver", or "Bronze" plan, a couple of sentences may be appropriate to provide about 
each to help users make informed decisions. With radio buttons or checkboxes, the 
user’s options are always visible and only require one click or press of the space bar. 
This convenience can quickly add up to save time and reduce keystrokes. (Cooper, 
2003, p.343) 

2.1.12 Error management 

Allowing users to interact with the system increases the risks for mistakes. The 
consequences can be crucial if the application is not tolerant of human errors. The 
interface should provide visual cues, reminders, lists of choices, and other aids, either 
automatically or on request. Humans are much better at recognition than recall. 
Financial and medical web applications are examples where reducing human errors is 
especially important, writes Brinck (2002, p.115). There are several aspects of error 
management to consider:  

• Prevention is the first and fundamental step towards a more safe application. 
The most effective method is to eliminate the potential error to happen by 
changing key features of the task or interface. 

• Reduction means that the risk for errors is reduced but they cannot be totally 
prevented. It also makes sure that the user is aware of the possible error and 
can correct it before it becomes critical. 
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• Detection and identification imply that the system makes it easy for the user to 
detect and identify an error when it has occurred.  

• Recovery ensures that the system helps the user to correct the error as fast as 
possible. 

• Mitigation means that the system shall minimize the consequences and the 
damage of errors if they cannot be recovered.  

2.1.13 Evaluation 

A common attitude among developers is that evaluation is not necessary, too 
expensive and takes too much time. This is a problem while the design is to be based 
on user’s needs, the system is required to test if the needs are met. Establishing the 
requirements in the beginning of the project lays the foundation for the testing during 
the whole design process. Designers should not presume that all users have the same 
knowledge about the system as they do, nor should they assume that just following 
usability guidelines guarantees good usability. This needs to be tested with the target 
users.  
 
Bruce Tognazzini (www.asktog.com) claims that there are five reasons for investing 
in user testing: 

• It is a lot cheaper to fix the problems before the product is shipped, than after. 
• The development team can focus on real problems, not made-up ones. 
• Engineers code instead of debate. 
• Time to market is sharply reduced. 
• It is easier to sell an application without having to explain how it will actually 

work in release 2.0. 
 

There are many evaluation techniques to use (Preece, 2002, p.345): 
 

• Observing users: a technique to see how the users behave in their natural 
environments.  

• Asking users their opinions: interviews with users and potential users 
individually, in groups and in focus groups. Questionnaires are also good for 
getting feedback. Asking the users what they think about the product, did they 
have problems using it, or will they use it again?  

• Asking experts their opinions: experts takes the role as a user and gives 
critiques based on research on usability.  

• Testing user’s performance: means that typical users are tested on typical 
tasks in a controlled environment. Data is collected so that the performance 
can be analyzed. Usually it is about how fast a task can be completed, the 
number of errors made, and how the navigation is used. 

• Modeling user’s task performance: is used to predict the efficiency of an 
interface or compare performance tomes between two versions. 
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2.2  Technical program principles and theories 

2.2.1  Clients 

According to the free Internet encyclopedia www.wikipedia.com, a client is a 
computer system that accesses a (remote) service on another computer by some kind 
of network. The term was first used for devices that were not able to run their own 
stand-alone programs, but could interact with remote computers via a network. There 
are two kinds of clients, either a thin client or a thick client.  

2.2.1.1  Thin Client 

A thin client does most of its processing on a central server with as little hardware and 
software as possible at the client-side. Ideally the user will have only one screen, 
keyboard, mouse and enough processing power to handle display and 
communications.  

2.2.1.2  Thick Client 

A thick client which also used to be called rich client or fat client, does as much as 
possible at the client-side and passes only data required for communications and 
archival storage to the server.  

Thin clients are usually cheaper because the processing and storage of data is handled 
by the server. The disadvantage is that they require more bandwidth than thick clients, 
because the display data has to be transferred over the net. Moreover, thin client 
servers have to be much more capable than thick client servers, because the clients 
request information on every user interaction. (Traunmüller 2004, p.5) 
Wikipedia also states that the term rich client got a different meaning in the year of 
2002. It was now not the same thing as a thick client. It has come to mean a hybrid of 
thick and thin. The client may look and behave like a thick client, while being fully 
network based like thin client architecture. 

2.2.1.3  Rich Internet Applications 
The opportunities to create useful Internet applications with static content (HTML) 
are many but limited. The methods for creating higher user experience are mostly 
made with implementations of several plug-in components such as Macromedia Flash. 
These often take a long time to load which tires out the end users and therefore are 
often rejected. The demand for a technology that improves the user experience but at 
the same time reduces bandwidth and server load is large. The next generation 
Internet application approach is the Rich Internet Application (RIA), which are 
applications that have the features and functionality of traditional desktop 
applications. The processing needed for the user interface is transferred to the web 
client but saves the data back on the application’s server. The term "Rich Internet 
Application" was introduced by Macromedia in March 2002, although the concept has 
been around for a number of years under different names such as: Remote Scripting, 
by Microsoft, 1998, X Internet, by Forrester Research, Rich (Web) Clients, and Rich 
Web Application. 
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The Macromedia team leader David Wadhawani has written many articles about the 
advantages with RIA. He states that the biggest difference between standard web 
applications and Rich Internet Applications is that traditional web applications base 
their activity on client-server architecture with a thin client. Under this system all 
processing is done on the server, and the client is only used to display static (in this 
case HTML) content. The biggest drawback with this system is that all interaction 
with the application must pass through the server, which requires data to be sent to the 
server, the server to respond, and the page to be reloaded on the client with the 
response. By using a client side technology which can execute instructions on the 
client's computer, Rich Internet Applications avoid this slow process.  
Because RIAs take advantage of the clients’ CPU, they offer real-time user-interface 
options that are not possible with the standard webpage. This functionality may be 
anything that can be implemented in a normal stand-alone system like the drag-and-
drop or using a slider to change data etc. (Wadhawani 2006-10-17, p.1)   

2.2.2  Adobe (former Macromedia) Flex 

Macromedia Flex 2.0 was released in the end of January 2006 and is an update of Flex 
1.5 which was released in November 2004. Between January 2006 and May 2006, 
three Beta versions have been released. The program is unique in its way to present 
“Rich Internet Applications”, and was therefore recommended by Ma’at Solutions as 
the tool to develop the interface. The features of the framework will be described in 
the following chapter.  
Adobe (Macromedia) Flex was released in March of 2004. The Macromedia 
developers had been watching what web designers were building in Macromedia 
Flash and Dreamweaver. The designers tried to use the network bandwidth more 
efficiently and only transmit the data that had been changed and minimize the transfer 
of layout information. The Macromedia team realized the design limitations and 
interaction problems in traditional HTML applications and they started to think about 
how to create a system that enables the Rich Internet Applications.  

 Flex is a server component to create rich presentation layers for Internet applications. 
To explain it easily, Flex is a J2EE application that compiles Flex Mark-Up Language 
(MXML) and Action Script 3.0 into Flash applications (Flash Player 8.5). This means 
it combines the features of Macromedia Flash, Dreamweaver and Eclipse. The Flex 
Builder gives the designer and the developer the opportunity to work on both the 
design view and the source code. Since MXML files convert to Action Script, Flex 
developers can code components directly in Action Script. The Flex server also acts 
as a gateway to allow the client to communicate with remote objects (such as 
Coldfusion and Java classes). (Anderson 2006-03-20, p.3) 

2.2.2.1  Flex Application Framework 2.0 

The essential components of Flex Application Framework are the XML-based mark-
up language (MXML) that defines Rich Internet Applications front ends and the 
object-oriented Action script 3.0 for scripting front end logic. The MXML Class 
library contains about 100 visual components from buttons to more advanced 
controls. The applications built in Flex are structured with an object oriented 
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approach. This means that the application is built upon individual components. This 
prevents code confusion to occur. Flex provides several runtime services such as web 
services and server side objects for connecting to data and existing systems. The 
system also enables to deploy the application on an existing infrastructure for instance 
with Java applications servers such as JRun, JBoss and Apache Tomcat. (Anderson 
2006-03-20, p.2) 

Flex Presentation Server 

Flex Application Framework 
MXML- 

for application definition 
 

Action Script 3.0- 
procedural scripting language 

 
 

Class Library 
 

Flex Runtime Services 
  
J2EE  

Fig. 2-1 The Flex Application Framework 

2.2.2.2  MXML 

MXML is an XML language used to describe Flex presentation layers. Every MXML 
file should begin with an XML declaration:  

<?xml version=”1.0”?> 

MXML files that describe a full application will have an application element that 
encloses all other elements:  

<mx:Application  /> 

Like other XML languages, MXML includes elements (coded as tags) and attributes 
whose names are case sensitive and all need to be closed. (Anderson 2006-02-24, p.1) 

2.2.2.3  Action Script  

Action Script is an Object Oriented scripting language similar to JavaScript. The 
script can be embedded into the MXML code or be imported from separate files. The 
general syntax for functions is:  
Private function functionName (parameter1:datatype) : returnDataType 

{ 
[Action Script statements] 

} 

2.2.2.4  The Flex Class Library 

There are four key areas of the class library:  
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▪ Containers are used for the layout of the interface. A container can be a 
”canvas”, “panel”,”vbox”, “hbox”, “grid” etc. Accordions, TabNavigators, 
LinkBars, Tab Bar and View Stack are all parts of the navigator containers in 
Flex Builder. Each navigator container can have multiple views in the 
application.   

▪ Controls are used to manage the presentation and get data from the users. 
They can be buttons, text input, drag and drop operations. There are also 
calendars, editors and tree views. 

▪ Data model classes store and manipulate the user’s data. Example is the Form 
components with validators.  

▪ Behaviors in Flex are animations or effects that occur as the result of a 
triggering event. The event can be the user selecting an item on screen , 
pressing a button or dropping an object.  

Developers can also with these components create their own components and add 
them to the library. The components can then be reused as much as the user would 
like to. (Szeto, 2006-02-24, p.2) 

2.2.2.5  Flex Charting Components 2.0 

Before Flex came around it was not possible to create a real-time charting component. 
The user can choose between different charts and use them as components in the 
application. The charting components are dynamically rendered on the client. 
(Wadhawani 2006-04-02, p.4) 

2.2.2.6  Styling and CSS support 

With Styles in Flex, the designer can define the look of the interface. The Style Sheets 
in Flex are more advanced than in HTML. The styles can be set to individual 
application components or globally with CSS. The style sheets can be reused to 
ensure that the application interface looks the same throughout the application.  
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2.3  Workflow management in Investment applications 

2.3.1 Portfolio Management 

Portfolio management is also called investment management, or money management, 
and it is a type of investment analysis that looks into the process of managing money. 
In finance, a portfolio is a collection of investments held by an institution or a private 
individual. In building up an investment portfolio a financial institution will typically 
conduct its own investment analysis, whilst a private individual may make use of the 
services of a financial advisor or a financial institution which offers portfolio 
management services. The procedure of placing assets, which behave differently from 
each other, is called diversification and is the principal task of portfolio construction. 
By owning several assets, certain types of risk (in particular specific risk) can be 
reduced. The assets in the portfolio could include stocks, bonds, options, warrants, or 
any other item that is expected to retain its value. Portfolio management involves 
deciding what assets to include in the portfolio, given the goals of the portfolio owner 
and changing economic conditions. Selection involves deciding what assets to 
purchase, how many to purchase, when to purchase them, and what assets to divest. 
The problem with this approach is that it is practically impossible to sort through all 
assets and pick the ones that fit together because of the extensive calculations that are 
needed. (wikipedia, 2006-05-01) 

Modern portfolio theory (MPT) proposes how rational investors will use 
diversification to optimize their portfolios, and how an asset should be priced given its 
risk relative to the market as a whole. One of the basic concepts of the theory is the 
Markowitz Model. In the Markowitz Model the individual risk for each security is 
ignored, but the risk of a portfolio is calculated based on how all of the securities 
behave together. With this approach it is possible to pick risky stocks and still create a 
conservative portfolio. The Markowitz Efficient Frontier is the set of all portfolios 
that will give the client the highest expected return for each given level of risk. 
(Markowitz, 1952, cited wikipedia 2006) 

2.3.2 Ma’at Invest 

Ma’at Invest is a software system for portfolio optimization and is specialized in 
portfolio advices and management. The program is developed in Eclipse Rich Client 
Platform environment and is a stand alone program. The interface of Ma’at Invest is 
designed with the design tool plug-in in Eclipse (SWT). Many of the functions in 
Eclipse such as the drag and drop and adjustable windows are seen upon as key 
functions in Ma’at Invest. Target users are supposed to be investment managers or 
financial advisors in banks or other financial institutions. With the software the 
managers are able to handle and supervise several clients’ portfolios. There is no limit 
on how many clients and portfolios the user can handle at the same time, however the 
dependencies between the customer and the portfolio is that one portfolio can only 
belong to one customer. An optimized portfolio can however be used as a template for 
another customer if it meets the criteria of that user.  
 
The area of use is broad- Ma’at Invest can be used as the back office for analysis or be 
used as front office for counseling and management. The program is integrated 
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directly with a database for quick stock updates, but the application can be used 
offline. Relevant customer information can be inserted into the system. The customer 
consultation that the investment managers provide, creates a foundation for further 
analysis of the portfolios. It generates the customer’s asset details obtained from a 
detailed asset profile. The asset profile plays an important part in the application; it 
observes the asset data and also enables the customers’ portfolios to be optimized.  
 
The entire application is built around the Asset Browser, where the user can choose 
assets that are interesting to the customer. The Asset Browser is always visible in the 
main window. Double clicking on an item in the list generates the details about the 
asset in another window within the application. From this page the user can be linked 
to a window which gives information about the structure of the current asset 
distribution among for instance types of assets, countries, currency and area of 
business. In the selection process, filtering and sorting are handy tools to use to find 
the right asset suitable for the clients. There is also a search tool implemented into the 
Asset Browser window. It lets the user instantly search for Isin (International 
Securities Identification Number), Nsin (National Securities Identification Number), 
the Asset Name, currency, main categories, subcategories etc.  
 
To create the ultimate portfolio, an asset type is dragged and dropped from the Asset 
Browser (see fig.2-7 the lower part of screen) into the Optimization Editor (Center 
part of screen in fig.2-7). The user is required to give the portfolio certain 
specifications such as the level of risk and the target value of the portfolio. The 
application contains a complex optimization algorithm through the Portfolio- 
Selection Model of Markowitz. This algorithm enables the creation of the most 
efficient composition of assets depending on the risk that the user defined.  
 

 

        Fig. 2-7 The interface of Ma’at Invest 
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A portfolio can also be created or modified in the Transactions Editor. The name of 
the editor gives the information that the client can control and create transactions in 
this part of the application. Assets are inserted in the same way as in the previous 
editor through drag-and-drop from the central Asset Browser.  
 
When a portfolio is created it can be analyzed in Portfolio Analysis Viewer. Details 
about the portfolio can be viewed and practical advises are given when possible 
improvements of the portfolio have been found by the program.  
 
Finally the application sums the data into a fact sheet that gives the customer a liable 
report of the assets’ basic data, comparison with benchmarks and structure 
information about the current state of the portfolio. The report can be adaptable to 
corporate design (logo, colors etc.)  
(Ma’at Solutions, 2006-03-01) 

2.3.3 Ma’at Invest market study 

A major market study was preformed by students at Hagenberg College in Linz, 
Austria, to gather information about the Ma’at Invest clients and the potential market 
areas. The market study also contains information about competitors and challenges. 
The technique to obtain data was the usage of questionnaires survey sent out to banks 
and investment managers. The participants were all in the area of investment, finance 
and insurance services. The most answers came from the investment managers. The 
study found that 62% of the asked uses some kind of software in their portfolio 
management related tasks. They also stated that the software was a good help in their 
work. The working areas were mainly client data management, client consulting, 
contract data management. It is also interesting to know how much time the 
companies spend on training the clerks. The users said that they all had some kind of 
training of 5-10 hours. On the question “What aspect is the most important to you?” 
90% thought that user friendliness was very important. 54% said that supported 
features were very important and also extendibility and mobility are important factors.  
(Zauner, 2005)  

2.3.4  Eclipse  

Eclipse is an open source integrated development environment (IDE) for Java. It is 
built on a plug-in architecture. The Java-Eclipse-IDE is a plug-in in itself and there 
are many different plug-ins such as JFace and the Standard Widget Toolkit (SWT). 
The SWT consists of libraries that allow the creation of user interfaces. The SWT has 
its own Look-and-Feel. It provides features like resource management, editors, views, 
task management, a help system and wizards which can be used in the users own 
developed application. The views and editors that are included use buttons for 
maximizing and restoring. Views and editors can be docked to the top left, bottom or 
right side of the application and can even be stacked on top of each other. The drag-
and-drop feature is well developed and gives feedback about items that are dragged. 
(Traunmüller, 2004, p.8)  
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2.4  UML 
Unified Modeling Language (UML) is an international standard developed by 
Jacobson, Rumbaugh and Booch for Rational Software Corporation in 1995. There 
was a need for a standardized modeling approach for object oriented software 
engineering.  

The OMG (Object Management Group) specification states: 

"The Unified Modeling Language (UML) is a graphical language for visualizing, 
specifying, constructing, and documenting the artifacts of a software-intensive system. 
The UML offers a standard way to write a system's blueprints, including conceptual 
things such as business processes and system functions as well as concrete things 
such as programming language statements, database schemas, and reusable software 
components."  

UML is a useful language in a variety of engineering problems, from single process, 
single user applications to concurrent, distributed systems. The current standard is 
UML 2.0.  (www.uml.org, 2006-01-04) 

2.4.1  How to use UML? 

Often in software design it is a question of remodelling existing processes, very rarely 
an application is designed for a completely new workflow. Some applications replace 
a single process, while others merge and simplify multiple processes. UML is not a 
process, but a notation that can be used in modelling a process. There are three parts 
of a system's UML model; the functional model, the dynamic model and the object 
model.  

2.4.1.1  Functional Model 

The functional model shows the functionality of the system from the user's Point of 
View.  

1. Define -use case diagrams   

The use case diagrams present a definition of the requirements of a system as 
viewed by actors: people and computer systems outside of the system itself. To do 
this, symbols are created to represent all the features that are required, the symbols 
are called use cases. A use case is a sample of how the system is used by an actor 
to accomplish some goal. The Use case diagram see fig.2-1, consists of:  

- a description of what the actor wants to accomplish, 
- the steps involved in accomplishing it, 
- the conditions that will be necessary for the steps to be performed, 
- the expected outcome, and other actors that are involved in making these 

features happen.  
All of this information is represented in a use case diagram as one use case.  
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Fig. 2-2 Use case diagram 

2.4.1.2 Dynamic Model 

The dynamic model shows the internal behavior of the system.  

2. Refine - activity diagrams  

To refine means that the developer takes individual features (i.e., use cases) and 
captures the business rules involved in each one: the logical steps, the participants, 
the decisions, the information sources, the events that cause things to change, and 
anything else that helps  understanding what it means for a particular operation to 
be performed by the system. To do this, the developer wants to separately analyze 
and refine each individual use case.  

3. Assign -collaboration diagrams, activity diagrams and sequence diagrams 

Assign the steps of the feature rules to parts of the system.  

 

Fig. 2-3 Collaboration diagram 
 
Collaboration diagrams show the logical steps in the application. The focus is on 
how internal events occur in the workflow (arrows). Class roles describe how 
objects (boxes) behave. Association roles describe how an association will behave 
given a particular situation (lines). 
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Fig. 2-4 Activity diagram 
 
An activity diagram illustrates the dynamic nature of a system by modeling the 
flow of control from activity to activity. Action states represent actions of objects. 
Action flow arrows illustrate the relationships among action states. Object flow 
refers to the creation and modification of objects by activities. An object flow 
arrow from an action to an object means that the action creates or influences the 
object. An object flow arrow from an object to an action indicates that the action 
state uses the object. Swimlanes group related activities into one column. 

 

Fig. 2-5 Sequence diagrams 
 
Sequence diagrams describe interactions among classes in terms of an exchange 
of messages over time. Class roles describe the way an object will behave in 
context. Activation boxes represent the time an object needs to complete a task. 
Messages are arrows that represent communication between objects. 

2.4.1.3  Object Model 

The object model shows the structure and substructure of the system using objects, 
attributes, operations, and associations.  

4. Design - class diagrams  

The class diagram shows how the parts of the system are related.  
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Fig. 2-6 Class diagram 
 
Class diagrams are one of the main diagram types in almost every object-oriented 
method including UML. They describe the static structure of a system. Classes 
represent abstractions of entities with common characteristics. Associations 
represent the relationships between classes. 
(www.smartdraw.com) 
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3 Implementation 

3.1 Implementation process 
The initial goal of the Ma’at Online application was that it should serve as a simplified web 
version of Ma’at Invest, but it did not necessarily have to have all the functionality that the 
original product offers. The web based application should be deployed with the newly released 
Adobe (Macromedia) Flex. As discussed in chapter 2.1.1, to be able to design an interface 
following the process of interaction design, the developer has to define the needs of the user 
and establish the requirements of the application. There are several methods to do this, 
however in this project the users’ needs and the requirements of the applications have to be 
obtained from two different sources; from the users themselves and from the existing 
application. Understanding the user is one side of the coin, understanding the purpose of the 
application is the other. To do this, the existing program has to be analyzed and the workflow 
has to be defined.  

3.2 Defining the existing workflow 
To understand the complex workflow of the Eclipse framework, the existing application Ma’at 
Invest was analyzed and modeled with the UML Use Case Diagrams. The reason for choosing 
this method is because it is a standard software development notation and it has capability to 
support good structured software all the way from the idea phase to the implementation. As 
earlier described in Chapter 2.3.4.1 Use Case diagrams are used to define the workflow and 
the requirements of a system as viewed by the users. Initially in the workflow analysis stage, a 
general low level Use Case diagram was established. This low level diagram only considers 
how the main use cases are connected without going deeper into details (see fig. 3-1). 
Following the UML- notation, high level diagrams are then created for each of the main use 
cases to model the more detailed levels (see app.1-4).  

_EfficiencyLine

_TransactionList

_PortfolioDescription

_PortfolioStructure

Client

Investment 
Manager

_CustomerDetails

_AssetInfoStructure_AssetInfoOverview

OptimizationEditor_Overview

TransactionEditor_Overview

PortfolioAnalyzeViewer_Overview

AssetBrowserCustomer/PortfolioOverview

 
Fig. 3-1 Ma’at Invest workflow 
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3.3 Defining the target user 
To understand who the users are and how they use financial applications, a higher 
understanding of financial applications had to be reached. The author of the thesis studied the 
basics of portfolio optimization and asset management, and also a market study conducted by 
students at Hagenberg College in Austria. The market study was made to gather information 
about the clients and the potential market areas for Ma’at Invest. The market study was only 
used in this report to gain a higher understanding of Ma’at Invest. But the two applications do 
not have the same goals and purposes. Hence, the target user will supposedly not be the same. 
The same method to examine the target user for Ma’at Online was not possible due to time 
consumption and language barriers. The target user had to be based on interviews with the 
team leader and the one who was in charge of the project planning, to understand the goals of 
the application. The understanding of the target user is therefore high quality assumptions.  
 
When one tries to analyze the target user there are several questions to be asked: knowledge, 
experience, age, gender, values, culture among others. The hypothetical target user is 
supposedly a customer of one of the investment managers defined as target user for Ma’at 
Invest. The user is expected to be German speaking, since the text in the interface is in 
German. The client can be a man or woman, probably at the age between 24 and 65 years old. 
The age and the gender do not have any significant importance, but indicate that different 
users can have a broad range of financial knowledge and computer experience. However, the 
users are expected to have some financial and computer experience. The broad range of 
knowledge requires a logical workflow so that the application can be used by intermediates 
and experts within the financial field. The program shall help beginners to rapidly become 
intermediates. If there are questions, help texts should be available. To users that only use the 
application once in a while, there should be a clear path to how to get to places and why. 
Important issues to consider when the target user does not get any training are that the 
application requires good usability, functional design, logical workflow, reliability and 
credibility.  
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3.4 Identifying the needs and establishing requirements 
During the workflow analysis and the target user definition, certain requirements and needs of 
the users were brought up. While it is obvious that the online application will not be used in 
the same way as the main product, this following list of requirements was established to 
support the development process: 
 
- High usability and ease to understand the workflow 

The target user requires a high usability factor due to the broad range of knowledge. The 
workflow shall be logical and in passages where confusion can occur, the user should be led 
into the right direction.  
- One to one dependency 

In the present Ma’at Invest version the user can add many new customers and still have 
different portfolios open. This creates confusion to the user because it is not really clear whose 
portfolio he/she is working on. While the target user has been changed from the investment 
manager to the customer, there can possibly only be one user for each account. Also when it 
comes to the portfolios, the user shall only be able to work with one portfolio at the time.  
- Adjustable design 

The objective of the system is that it should be incorporated into cooperated sites of bank and 
investment institutions. Therefore the design shall be adjustable with the help from Style 
sheets. 
- The navigation 

The navigation is considered one of the most important features in a web application. The 
navigation shall be easy to find and shall answer the user’s question on where he/she is.  
Preferably the navigation has a color that differentiates from the background color to stand 
out. One good example is to use a tab bar where the tabs can be locked when the user is 
supposed to take a certain path, which forces the user to go the way that is indented.  
- No horizontal scrolling 

Complex data usually creates vertical scroll bars, sometimes also horizontal. Horizontal scroll 
bars hides data, which can cause the users to miss important data.  
- Search function is required 

The application contains a list with 10 000 assets. Scrolling through these would take too 
much time. Therefore an intelligent search function is requested. The search function shall 
also serve as a help function.  
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- Shortcuts for more advanced users 

Frequent users want shortcuts to become more efficient. 
- Error handling 

The system must support the user in situations where problems can occur and frustration can 
lead to disaster.  

3.4.1 Function requirements  

The functions required in Ma’at Online are the foundation of the development of the system 
and are described below: 

3.4.1.1 Create portfolio 
The first view the user will meet after the login, is the welcome page. The purpose of this page 
is to serve as an introduction to the interface. This page will immediately lead the user into the 
right direction. The user is asked to choose between creating a new portfolio or to use an 
existing portfolio (if there is one) either for optimization or to analyze it. The navigation bar is 
disabled until this choice has been made. If the user chooses to create a new portfolio, he/she 
is required to fill out the name of the portfolio into a dialog box that pops up. After the ok 
button is clicked, the user is linked to a view where the Optimization Editor and the Asset 
Browser are combined.  

3.4.1.2 Open existing portfolio 
If the user would like to optimize or analyze an existing portfolio, the portfolio has to be 
selected in a tree view. This click event enables the options: optimize the portfolio, analyze 
portfolio or delete the portfolio. If the user clicks on the link to optimize the portfolio, he/she 
will be transferred to the Optimization Editor. When this action is taken, the Asset Browser is 
not open, and the charts from the previous optimization are visible. 
If the user would rather like to analyze the existing portfolio, he/she shall select the link 
Analyze Portfolio and this will take him/her to the Analyze Viewer. All the current 
information about the portfolio will be presented in both charts and tables.    
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3.4.1.3 Change the size of the Asset Browser 
If the user is located in the Optimization Editor, the Asset Browser shall be possible to view in 
three stages. Initially these stages depend on what choice the user made in the previous 
introduction page. If the user chose to create a new portfolio, the Asset Browser will be open 
and located in the lower end of the screen. If an existing portfolio was chosen to be optimized, 
the Asset Browser will be totally collapsed to make room for the optimization tools. However 
the Asset Browser is accessible when clicking on the button “Open Asset Browser” in the 
upper right corner. The third possible way to present the Asset Browser is to expand the 
already open window. This makes it easier to view more data on the screen. 
 

 

 

Fig. 3-2 Stage 1       Fig. 3-3 Stage 2           Fig. 3-4 Stage 3 
 

3.4.1.4 Select asset 
If a new portfolio shall be created, the assets are selected in the list in the Asset Browser. Then 
the user can choose between: 

 Get more information about the asset  
 Compare two assets 
 Insert the asset into the portfolio  

3.4.1.5 Get information about asset 
To get more information about the asset, the user has to click on a button to be linked to a 
page that presents specific details about the assets, both in charts and tables. From here, the 
user can then choose to go back to the previous list, insert the selected asset or compare the 
asset to another one. 

3.4.1.6 Compare assets 
Two assets can be compared to each other and in this way help the user to select the best 
suited one. The assets to compare are chosen in the list by clicking on a button which says 
“Compare”. The button inserts the name of the selected asset into a text field, and then another 
asset has to be selected. When clicking on the “Compare” button, the user will be sent to the 
comparing page, which contains the same information as the information page. The difference 
between these two sites is that the charts and tables in the comparing site contain the combined 
data and information from both the selected assets.  
 

3.4.1.7 Insert asset 
To use the asset that the user decides to be the best of choice, it has to be dragged from the list 
in the Asset Browser and then dropped over the list in the Optimization Editor. The item can 
not be dropped until the stop icon has disappeared which it does when the cursor is over the 
list.  
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3.4.1.8 Define asset criteria 
In the same moment as the item is dropped over the Optimization Editor list, a dialog box will 
appear and ask the user to fill out criteria such as whether the calculations shall be based on 
index or on the risk. The amount of assets or the percentage that the portfolio shall contain has 
to be filled out as well.  

3.4.1.9 Optimize portfolio 
After the criteria of the assets have been defined, the portfolio value and the timeframe have to 
be entered and then the portfolio is considered done. To optimize the portfolio, the 
optimization button has to be pushed and this will trigger the charts to present the optimized 
information. The user will have to click on the efficiency border to choose the portfolio that 
has the best efficiency according to risk and returns. Then another chart will be presented to 
show the specific details of the portfolio.  

3.4.1.10 Analyze portfolio 
The newly created portfolio shall be possible to analyze in the Analysis Viewer. This is done 
by choosing “Analyze Portfolio” in the navigation bar. This site shall contain two views: one 
overview page and one more detailed page. The pages shall consist of tables, pie charts and 
line charts. Each chart shall have a button to switch to a table of data in case the user would 
like to see what data the chart is built on.  
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3.5 Remodeling the workflow 
When analyzing the functionality and the workflow in Ma’at Invest, it came clear to the author 
that the workflow was complicated; important functions were hidden, the navigation was 
confusing and the user could not get any help if he/she got lost. To solve the workflow 
problems in Ma’at Invest and to find solutions on how the workflow could better fit to the 
Internet environment, each Use Case diagram was refined and individual features were 
considered to match the requirements of Ma’at Online (see app.5 for more details). The logical 
steps and the events that make things happen were captured in an activity diagram (app.6). 
The last step in the UML developing process is to transfer the diagrams into class diagram. 
The class diagram show the structure of the system and how parts are related (app.7).  

Client

accountRegistration
forgotPassword

login portfolioOverview

selectExistingPortfolio

createPortfolio

insertPortfolioName

assetInformation assetComparison

selectAsset

dragAssetfromAssetBrowser

dropAssetinOptimizationEditor

basedOnIndex

basedOnAsset

minProcent

minProcent
interval

PortfolioValue

setTargetVolume

fixedValue

toggleAssetBrowser

adjustColumns assetBrowser

portfolioCriterias

openAssetBrowser

transactionList

efficiencyLine

structureView investmentTitelView

analyzationViewer

optimizationEditor

openExistingPortfolio

 
Fig. 3-5 Ma’at Online workflow 
 
The main changes in Ma’at Online are the login feature and that the user is directed in a 
certain path (you have to choose to create a new or open an existing portfolio) to the Asset 
Browser. This also prevents the user from handle more than one portfolio at the time.  
Another essential change is how the criteria to each asset are filled out. In Ma’at Invest, the 
criteria are entered inside a table. If the user does not know that these criteria are necessary for 
the workflow or how to perform the data entering, he/she will be confused. The solution of 
this is to create a dialog box that appears when the criteria are needed and forces the user to 
fill out the data in the right order. A third improvement is removing the horizontal scrollbar 
which added the adjustment of the columns dialog box to the use case diagram. Another new 
feature in Ma’at Online is the tool in the Asset Browser where the information of the assets 
can be compared to each other.  
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3.6 Developing alternative design that meets the 
requirements 
After understanding and modeling the workflow, it was time to learn the new Rich Internet 
Application technology. This learning process was mostly based on testing. A lot of time was 
spent on trying different components and learning how they can be used in the application. 
Flex provides a class library with different kinds of components. From these components, the 
developer can build his own components, which was applied in the Ma’at Online project. The 
design was prototyped and remodeled many times to meet the requirements that were defined 
through the workflow analyzes. More and more files were added to the main application and 
in the end there were a total of 39 separate mxml-files (app.9). They are all combined within 
the main mxml-file: “maatInvestOnline.mxml”. The maatInvestOnline.mxml file consists of 
four layers of files;  

 The top level layer which contains the main application etc. 

 The Link bar layer where the navigation is located.  

 The Editor layer with the main editors and viewers 

 The basic components layer where the chart components belong.  

There is one exception from the fact that all components are nested inside the 
maatInvestOnline.mxml and that are the pop up boxes. The most important pop up box is the 
window that contains all the assets: the Asset Browser. Other pop up boxes are alert boxes and 
windows that appear when certain information is required.  

 

Fig. 3-6 Ma’at Online file structure 

 maatInvestOnline.mxml 

main.mx

Linkbar1.mxml Linkbar2.mxml Linkbar3.mxml 
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Link bar layer 
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lineChart.mxml pieChart.mxml pieChart.mxml lineChart.mxml pieChart.mxml pieChart.mxml lineChart.mxml pieChart.mxml 

assetViewer assetInfo assetComparison portfolioCriterias.mxml 

Popup layer 
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3.6.1 The layout and design 

To develop an easily navigated application, the layout is divided into three main parts. The top 
part is where the navigation is located (marked yellow). The blue part is where the user can 
find the Editor layer and at the bottom charts and tables are placed (purple part). This layout is 
to force the user to navigate from the top to the bottom. This might sound rare and against the 
usability rules, since the most common thing is to navigate from left to right. However, to be 
able to enlarge the component layer to better view the charts and data inside the table, a great 
solution is to use a vertical slider so that the user himself can choose the size of the charts. 
This is an advantage for users that do not have high resolution screens. Enlarging the windows 
from left to right creates horizontal scrolling. As stated in chapter 2.1.8, these shall be 
eliminated since the risk is missed or misinterpreted data. The only choice is to make the 
layout from top to bottom.  

 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Fig. 3-7 The internal layout of Ma’at Online 
 

Since the layout of the application is floating, it fits all sizes of screens. Even with the lowest 
resolution of 800/600 the layout is fully displayed without cutting out parts.  
The concept of the application is a simple, aesthetic and user-friendly design in a complex 
environment. The colors of the interface are in different shades of blue, mainly dark blue. This 
may seem as an exception from the usability principles, but it is not. As covered in chapter 
2.1.7 usability principles mean that the developer shall strive for high contrast between 
background and text, however in this project the main focus is to make the data and the charts 
visible, and after testing different choices, dark blue gave a good effect to the colorful charts. 
The massive data blocks do not have the dark color as background, since they are placed in 
lists and grids with white background instead. The only texts that are published with the dark 
blue as background are links and headlines. In this case the background brings out the 
important parts of the application and the user focus on the features that are important.  
 
Consistency is important according to usability principles (chapter 2.1.3). Main layout 
elements are repeated throughout the layout. Example of an element of this kind is the panel. It 
is used to show that a number of components belong together and it also frames the 
components. This is to increase the usability and make it easier to users to understand the 
interface.   
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In the existing application Ma’at Invest, the usage of icons is heavily applied. To increase the 
usability in Ma’at Online, the number of icons was reduced. A few icons are still in use, these 
are the most important ones used in the main application. The reason for keeping them is that 
frequent users may only know the look of the icons and not the name of the editor. Another 
example of where icons come handy is when error messages and help are provided. It is 
important to immediately get the user’s attention and that he/she understands what the 
message is about.  

3.6.2 Financial data 

According to a study that Jakob Nielsen (2006, p.2) did about investment relationships, 
individual investors are often intimidated by the vast amount of financial data available. Ma’at 
Online can help the individual investors by presenting simplified views of financial data and 
summarizing the highlights. Although the program offers more detailed data as well, Nielsen 
says that users appreciate when the summarized essential stock information is presented on a 
single page.  

3.6.3 CSS template 

During the development of the Ma’at Online project, style sheets were used. This is a way to 
create consistency (chapter 2.1.5) These facilitate the control over the entire interface. The 
main CSS template was defined in the maatInvestOnline.mxml file. Each component within 
all the sub files is then declared whether it is a panel or a button etc. The CSS template then 
controls the values that are declared in the CSS template such as the background colors, fonts, 
and font size. Even the background alphas and gradients can be declared in the CSS template 
and will then be applied into all the concerned components. 
The button used in the application gets the glassy look from the mixture of the fill colors, the 
fill alphas and the highlight alphas: 

 
button { 
 borderColor:   #767473; 
 fillAlphas:    0.7, 1; 
 fillColors:    #ffffff, #bde1ff; 
 highlightAlphas:   1, 0.7; 
 color:    #000000; 
 } 
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The CSS declaration for the panels looks like this: 
.panel { 
 background-color:  #132239; 
 corner-radius:   6; 
 header-height:   16; 
 background-alpha:  .60;  
 fill-alphas:    0.5, 0.5; 
 fillColors:    #000000, #ffffff; 
 header-colors:   #003658, #132239; 
 highlight-alphas:  .3, .1; 
 highlight-color:   #ffffff; 
 color:   #ffffff;  

fontSize:   9;  
fontFamily:   Verdana; 
border-style:     solid; 

 border-color:   #005488; 
 border-thickness:  1;  
 drop-shadow-enabled:  false; 
 shadow-direction:  right; 
 shadow-distance:  3; 
 rounded-bottom-corners: false; 
} 
 

3.6.4 Top level layer 

The top level layer consists of three mxml files:  
 login.mxml,  
 accountRegistration.mxml  
 main.mxml.  

They are tied together by the default file: maatInvestOnline.mxml.  

3.6.4.1 login.mxml 
The user is forced to login with a username and a password before being able to use the 
system. If the information filled out in the input boxes is correct, the user will be transferred to 
the main.mxml file. The login page does not only enable the system to the user, it also serves 
as a gate to sales with the registration link available on the page. Under the registration link, 
there is another link for the one who has forgotten his/her password.  
 
One main objective of the application is that the financial institutes shall be able to implement 
the Ma’at Online on their corporate sites. The login window will then be like a plug-in on a 
bigger site. This requires that the look of the interface can be adjustable to the look of the host 
site. This is easily done with the help from CSS templates.  
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3.6.5 accountRegistration.mxml  

At the login page there is an option to register if the user does not hold a valid username and 
password. The accountRegistration.mxml is built with a component called “accordion” which 
does look like the music instrument it refers to, but in a vertical position. This component is a 
great tool to enhance the workflow with. It divides the page into processes and prevents the 
user from skipping stages in the process. Usually the user gets a form to fill out with countless 
amount of data entries, which tires the user and makes it easy to skip required data input.  
 
In the accountRegistration, the user is required to fill out the personal information in the form. 
Red stars indicate that the information is required. If the user still skips the input box, a red 
marker is shown and tells the user what is missing. This is done with the string validation in 
Flex, and is done in real time, which means that the user will be notified before he/she presses 
the button. It saves time for the user because he/she does not have to wait for the system to 
check the input box for mistakes.   

 

Fig. 3-8  Validation 

The string validation is created by declaring what field to check: 
 
   <mx:StringValidator id="reqV" requiredFieldError="Bitte geben Sie eine E-mail Adresse ein" 
source="{txtEm}"  property="text" required="true" /> 
<mx:Model id="dm"> 
        <A>{txtEm.text}</A> 
</mx:Model> 
 
When the form is filled out and the user clicks on the ok button, a function is called which 
makes the head bar drop down in an animation event and presents a new page. The advantage 
of the accordion panel is that the user can then easily go back to the previous site and do 
changes if needed, but the user can never go forward before filling out the required data.  
 
private function contin():void //The accordion tab bar drops down and switches to the next view. 
 { 
  accord1.selectedIndex=1; 
 } 
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3.6.6 main.mxml 

After succeeding logging in, the user is linked to the main.mxml file. This page serves as a 
container for the navigation and the pop up functions. The navigation is built with a tab bar 
which contains three views and each view represents the main editors in Ma’at Online. Each 
view is linked to each other and appears as tabs on the tab bar. The reason for choosing a tab 
bar is because the tabs show the user where he/she is located in the application in a very easy 
and efficient way.   

3.6.7 Search 

In the head bar to the right, a search function is located to serve the user to find what is 
requested. The search function is meant to be used both for searching for assets via the names 
of the assets, Isin or Nsin numbers and as a help function. The search box is made simple, no 
fancy wording and it is easy to use without instructions.  When searching for an asset, a 
function that opens the Asset Browser is called and the information for the specific asset is 
presented within the Asset Browser.  

3.7 Link bar Layer 

3.7.1 linkBars 1-3.mxml 

The link bar layer is located as sub files to the main.mxml file. The link bar files serve also as 
containers for sub pages. Each link bar file includes the view stack where the Editor layer is 
implemented. As an example, Linkbar1.mxml contains the Portfolio Overview.mxml and the 
userProfile.mxml. These two pages are enabled due to the breadcrumb link bar where the user 
can switch back and forth.  
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3.8 Editor layer 
The editor layer contains the two main editors: optimizationEditor.mxml with its 
transactionList.mxml and analysisViewer.mxml with the structureView.mxml. The 
introduction page called the portfolio Overview also belongs to the editor layer, as well as the 
user profile page.  

3.8.1 portfolioOverview.mxml  

The portfolio Overview is located in the main.mxml file and under the linkbar1.mxml. 
Basically this is the first view the user will see after logging into the page.  
 
The interface is built with two panels. The reason for using panels in this page is because Krug 
(2006, p.31) argues that the best way to make a page easy to overview is to make sure that the 
appearance of the things on the page clearly shows the relationships between them: which 
things are related and which things are parts of other things? Panels are used to show which 
components belong to other components.  
 
The first thought the user might get when he/she is first exposed to the interface of the 
portfolio Overview, is that all the tabs in the main navigation bar are disabled.  The intention 
of this is to force the user to use the only link that is available. This link suggests the user to 
create a new portfolio.  If the link is clicked, a pop up window is presented and asks the user to 
name the portfolio he/she would like to create. The pop up window is easily created with the 
function popNewPort();. This command links the popup window to the portfolio Overview 
window and positions it to the defined x and y coordinates. After clicking on the ok button, the 
pop up window links the user to the Optimization Editor. It also enables the tabs in the main 
navigation and presents the name of the current portfolio in the top menu.  
 
Following function opens the pop up window and positions it: 
private static var popNew = null;  
private function  popNewPort():void 
       { 
         popNew = mx.managers.PopUpManager.createPopUp(this, newPort, 
true);     
      popNew.y =100; 
      popNew.x =200; 
 } 
 
The pop up window links to the Optimization Editor and enables the tab bars: 
public function ok ():void 
{ 
 var link:maatInvestOnline = parentApplication as maatInvestOnline; 
 link.main1.viewstack1.selectedIndex = 1; 
 link.currentPortfolio.text=inputName.text; 
 link.main1.tabBarMain.enabled= true; 
 link.main1.showWindow(); 
 mx.managers.PopUpManager.removePopUp(this); 
       
} 
 
If the user already possesses portfolios, they are presented in a tree view. Except the link that 
lets the user create a new portfolio, there are three other links in the panel. These links are 
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disabled if the user does not have any portfolios in the tree view. This is a method to prevent 
frustration among the users and therefore prevent errors (chapter 2.1.3). However if he/she 
does have portfolios, the links are enabled when the user clicks on the icons in the tree view. 
These links give the user the opportunity to use the portfolio to:  

- optimize  
- analyse  
- delete  
 

If the user chooses to; optimize it, the user will be linked to the Optimization Editor, if the 
portfolio is supposed to be analyzed, he/she will be transferred to the Analysis Viewer. If the 
delete link is pushed, the portfolio will be erased from the database. (This function is not 
implemented due to the limitations of the project.)   
 
Simultaneously as the portfolio in the tree view has been selected, brief information is 
presented in the lower part of the layout. This information is inserted when the portfolio is 
created, but in the future it can be extended into sensing the state of the portfolio i.e. if the 
portfolio has not been profitable and perhaps also giving advices on what can be changed.  
 
 
private function select(data:String):void 
{ 
  linkPA.enabled=true; 
  linkPort.enabled=true; 
  linkDelete.enabled=true; 
  var link:maatInvestOnline = parentApplication as maatInvestOnline; 
  link.main1.tabBarMain.enabled = true; 
  lblNotizen.text=data; 
} 

3.8.2 assetBrowser.mxml 

The Asset Browser is considered one of the key features in Ma’at Online. It does not really 
belong in the Editor layer since it is a pop up, but to be able to explain the functionality of the 
other editors it is important to understand how the Asset Browser works. The Asset Browser 
consists of three sub sites: the assetViewer.mxml, assetInformation.mxml and 
assetComparison.mxml. 
 
In the stand alone application, the Asset Browser is always accessible in the lower end of the 
application and it is using features such as drag and drop and resizes the dialog window when 
double clicking it. These classes are not commonly used on the Internet. When modeling the 
workflow for Ma’at Online the position in the interface was a focus point. Not all the features 
used in Ma’at Invest are possible to create on the Internet. Although the Rich Internet 
Application enables features like in stand alone applications, not all of them are accepted on 
the Internet. The key questions considered were: 

▪ Does the Asset Browser have to be visible at all times? 
▪ How can the window be resized and collapsible and even removed when it is not used? 
▪ How can the dreadful horizontal scroll bar caused by the many columns in the list, be 

removed? 
▪ How can important data be shown more efficiently? 
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Even though the Asset Browser is a key function it is not needed for all the features in Ma’at 
Online. It is only needed, when the user wants to insert assets into the Optimization Editor to 
create portfolios. During the prototyping phase, different solutions of displaying the Asset 
Browser only when needed were presented. Most of the suggestions considered expandable 
and collapsible tables, for instance a left menu bar that was expandable to the right. The best 
solution for the position of the Asset Browser was a pop-up window (Not a pop-up window 
normally used on the Internet). The advantages of using a pop-up is that it can be positioned 
anywhere on the screen even though it has a fixed position when it occurs. It is accessible 
trough the button “Open Asset Browser”, but every time you have chosen to create a new 
portfolio in the Optimization Editor, the Asset Browser is always automatically positioned at 
the bottom of the application.   
 
showWindow(): is the function that opens the Asset Browser and positions it at the second 
half of the application. 
public function showWindow():void 
         { 
                   var expand:Resize = new mx.effects.Resize(pop); 
         expand.heightTo=parentApplication.height/2; 
         expand.widthTo=parentApplication.width - 10; 
         expand.duration=500; 
        expand.play(); 
        var move:Move = new mx.effects.Move(pop); 
        move.xTo=5; 
        move.yTo=parentApplication.height/2; 
        move.duration=500; 
        move.play();             
       } 
 
The pop-up window can as mentioned be positioned anywhere on the screen, but it can also be 
expanded to enable visualization of more data and collapsed again to reduce the amount of 
viewable data.  
 
The expand(); function alters the size of the window from small to large.  
 
private function expand():void 
 { 
 bExpand = bExpand ? false : true; 
 if (bExpand) 
  { 
  butExpand.label = "Verkleinern"; 
  var expand:Resize = new mx.effects.Resize(this); 
  expand.heightTo=parentApplication.height*0.75; 
  expand.widthTo=parentApplication.width - 10; 
  expand.duration=250; 
         expand.playEffect(); 
 } 
 else 
 { 
  butExpand.label = "Vergrößern"; 
  var expand:Resize = new mx.effects.Resize(this); 
  expand.heightTo=parentApplication.height/2;; 
  expand.widthTo=parentApplication.width - 10; 
  expand.duration=250; 
  expand.playEffect();   
 } 
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Positioning the Asset Browser in the same way as in the Ma’at Invest is to help the users who 
usually use the program to find the essential functions and make them identical to recognize 
the interface even if the design is not like the original application.  
 
After inserting the assets into the Optimization Editor, the Asset Browser can be closed either 
on button “Schliessen” or the cross at the upper right corner.  
 
private function cancel (): void 

{ 
  mx.managers.PopUpManager.removePopUp(this); 
 } 
  
The Asset Browser has a unique look compared to the other editors in Ma’at Online. The head 
bar is for instance always visible at the centre top and the font is bigger and thicker. This 
makes it easier to recognize and puts the editor in the focus (chapter 2.1.5). The reason to 
make the Asset Browser look a little bit different is to make sure that the user understands that 
it is a standalone but very important component in the application. The look and feel of the 
interface is built on two style sheets; glass.css and assetBrowser.css.  
 
<mx:Style source="glass.css"/>  
<mx:Style source="assetBrowser.css"/> 
 
Glass.css is used for the buttons so that they will have the same nice finish as the other 
components and the assetBrowser.css defines the header colors, the border colors, the font 
color and the tab bar colors.  
 

3.8.2.1 assetViewer.mxml 
The assetViewer.mxml consists of a list from which funds, stocks, bonds and loans are 
inserted into the portfolio that the user would like to optimize or analyze. The assets are 
constantly updated from the Frankfurt Stock Exchange database. The list consists of about 
10 000 assets.  Each asset type is located under different tabs which are easily available. The 
different colors of the tabs characterize the type of asset. Funds are blue, stocks orange, bonds 
are green and loans are yellow. The colors should make the user easily distinguish between the 
different types. The indicators in the list are red and green as Nielsen (2006, p.2) suggested. 
Also the percentage is shown.  
 
In an interface with many details and compact data, it is essential to make extra important data 
to stand out. In a list where stocks, bonds etc. are presented it is crucial to make sure that the 
indicators are visible and send the right message to the user. Good examples of indicators are 
colours like red and green- red for not good and green for good. Arrows are also useful in 
situations like this (Nielsen, 2006, p.2). He also says that in stock quotes the percentage of 
change should be given, not just the points gained or lost.  
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3.9.2.1.1 Choose Columns 
In Ma’at Invest an ugly horizontal scroll bar occurs in the Asset Browser, caused by the large 
number of columns. In financial investment applications horizontal scroll bars are not suitable 
due to the risk of omitted data entries or loss of important information that can affect the final 
decision (chapter 2.8.) The horizontal scroll bar in the Asset Browser (Ma’at Online version) 
is removed with the help from a function that makes the user choose what columns are of 
interest and that he/she would like to display in the Asset Browser. This function is accessible 
through clicking the button “Spalten Anpassen”. This is an easy way to reduce redundant data 
and make data stand out. The following code shows how the checkboxes first are generated in 
the init(); function and then how the columns are removed after unchecking the checkboxes in 
the change(); function. 
private function init ():void  
{ 
 //var ab = main.pop; 
 var maxWidth:Number = 150; 
 var maxHeight:Number = 20; 
 var vSpace:Number = 10; 
 var hSpace:Number = 20; 
 var curCol:Number = 0; 
 var curRow:Number = 0; 
 var maxRows:Number = 5;   
  for (var i:int = 0; i < AssetBrowser.colHeaders.length; i++) 
   { 
   var cb:CheckBox = new CheckBox(); //create new checkboxes 
   cb.label = AssetBrowser.colHeaders[i]; 
   cb.selected = AssetBrowser.colHeaderVis[i]; 
   cb.addEventListener("click", onChange, false, 0, false);  
   cb.styleName = "radiobutton";  
   cb.x = (curCol * maxWidth) + (hSpace * curCol); //set the width of the columnrow 
   cb.y = (curRow * maxHeight) + (vSpace * curRow); //set the height of the 
columnrow 
   curRow++; 
   if (curRow > 5) 
    { 
    curCol++; 
    curRow = 0; 
    } 
   rbGroup.addChild(cb); 
   }    
} 
   
private function onChange(evt:Event):void //unchecking the checkboxes 
{ 
 change(); 
} 
 
private function change():void //remove the columns 
{   
  for (var i:int = 0; i < rbGroup.getChildren().length; i++) 
  { 
  var child = rbGroup.getChildAt(i); 
   AssetBrowser.colHeaderVis[i] = child.selected;  
  } 
  AssetBrowser.bColsChg = true; 
 } 
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private function ok ():void  //call change(): to remove columns 
{ 
  change(); 
  mx.managers.PopUpManager.removePopUp(this); 
 } 
     

3.9.2.1.2 Drag and drop 

The drag and drop function is not an interaction method usually seen on the web. The 
challenge is that the user needs to know when to do it and sometimes where. If the workflow 
is not self-evident enough (read more in 2.6.1), it is not suitable on the Internet. The drag and 
drop function does not really tell the user what to do with it and without help from the system, 
it can be confusing. Even though the developer of this thesis was skeptical to implement the 
drag and drop function in Ma’at Online, she desired to use it anyway. The feature is effective 
if the user understands where to use it and when. It is also a main feature in Ma’at Invest and it 
is important to not make Ma’at Online too different from the main product. Ma’at Online is 
provided with a text inside the window where the item is supposed to be dropped. This shall 
help the user to understand to drag the item from one data grid to another. The receiving part 
(in this case optimizationEditor.mxml see p. 50) has to accept the drop event. 
 The drag and drop event are four functions: 

- doDragEnter 
- doDragOver 
- doDragDrop 
- doDrag Exit 

  private function doDragEnter(event:DragEvent):void  
            { 
                trace (event.currentTarget); 
                var dragInitiator:TextInput=TextInput(event.currentTarget); 
                DragManager.acceptDragDrop(dragInitiator);  
            } 
 
  private function doDragOver(event:DragEvent):void  
 { 
                if (event.ctrlKey) 
                     DragManager.showFeedback(DragManager.COPY); 
                else if (event.shiftKey) 
                     DragManager.showFeedback(DragManager.LINK); 
                else 
                     DragManager.showFeedback(DragManager.MOVE); 
            } 
 
 private function doDragDrop(event:DragEvent):void  
 {         
                var dropTarget:TextInput=TextInput(event.currentTarget);             
                 doDragExit(event);  
                var items:Array =event.dragSource.dataForFormat("items") as Array; 
     tbComp1.text = items[0].shortName; 
            } 
 
            private function doDragExit(event:DragEvent):void { } 
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3.8.2.2 assetInformation.mxml 
The list of assets contains a large amount of data, but sometimes the user would like to view 
the data more in details and without the surrounding data. The assetInformation.mxml is 
designed to help the user to get more information about each asset. Double clicking an item in 
the list or clicking on the information icon inside of the list will transfer the user to a site that 
displays detailed information in lists and charts. The list boxes can be expanded or collapsed 
depending on what data the user is interested in. From this view the user can proceed either to 
insert the asset into a portfolio or compare it to another asset. The user can also return to the 
Asset Viewer by clicking on an arrow that points in the reverse direction.  
 

3.8.2.3 assetComparison.mxml 
If the user would like to find out which asset is the best pick between two different assets, 
these can be compared in the Asset Comparison. Assets are selected by clicking on a icon that 
symbolizes the comparison in the Asset Viewer list. Two input boxes will be filled out with 
the name of the two specific assets. 
 
private var compCount:int   
   
public function compareAdd(data:String):void 
{ 
 if (compCount%2 == 0) //if inputboxe nr.1 is empty 
 { 
  tbComp1.text = data; 
   tbComp1.setStyle("backgroundColor", "#bfe6ff"); 
   tbComp2.setStyle("backgroundColor", "#ffffff"); 
  }  
  else  //or put the asset into inputbox nr.2 
  { 
  tbComp2.text = data; 
  tbComp1.setStyle("backgroundColor", "#ffffff"); 
   tbComp2.setStyle("backgroundColor", "#bfe6ff"); 
  } 
 compCount++; 
 if (tbComp1.text.length > 1 && tbComp2.text.length > 1) 
 btnComp.enabled = true; 
} 
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Typing enter after the second input box is filled out or clicking on the button named 
“Vergleichen” which means “compare”, will link the user to a page containing the same kind 
of data as in the information page but this time the data is combined in charts and easy to view 
and compare in tables.   
 
public function compare():void //click on “compare” button 
 {      
  lastPage=viewstack1.selectedIndex; 
    if (tbComp1.text.length > 1 && tbComp1.text.length > 1) 
    { 
     lastPage=viewstack1.selectedIndex;  
      viewstack1.selectedIndex=2; //link to assetComparison 
      try 
      { 
       drop5.title = "Stammdaten: " + tbComp1.text; 
            drop6.title = "Stammdaten: " + tbComp2.text;
      } 
           catch (e){} 
        } 
 } 
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3.8.3 Optimization Editor 

Next to the Asset Browser, the Optimization Editor is the key editor of the project. It is in this 
editor the efficiency line and the Markowitz Model play important parts (chapter 2.3.1). The 
design of the Asset Browser was mainly designed to fit the layout of the Optimization Editor. 
The screen is divided into tree parts. The upper part is where the assets are dropped from the 
Asset Browser. The middle part is a narrow panel where the user is requested to fill out the 
value of the portfolio and a button that moves the user towards the optimization and also 
triggers animations. The lower part is where the Asset Browser is temporary located, but as 
soon the assets are inserted in the datagrid, the Asset Browser is removed and a couple of 
charts are visible. The charts symbolize: the old portfolio (in case there is one), the efficiency 
line chart and the new optimized portfolio chart. The reason for presenting both the old and 
the new portfolio is so that the user can compare the possible improvements or make changes 
in the portfolio.  
  
One major change in Ma’at Online is that the datagrid where the assets are dropped and the 
charts are on the same page. In Ma’at Invest, they are divided into two different pages. The 
reason for combining the windows was to increase the visibility in comparing different data 
simultaneously. The fact that two pages were combined into one, created a new challenge on 
how; to deal with keeping the noise down, to try to create a clear and visual design. As in 
other parts of the application, this has been done with the help from panels to show the 
structure of the content.  
 
The layout of the Optimization Editor is laid out in a VDividedBox, which divides the screen 
into two parts: one that contains data and one for charts. The advantage of this VDividedbox is 
a handle that can resize the upper or the lower part. This creates better visibility and the user 
can view the data more closely.  
 
To set a time range in the application, the Ma’at Online uses a slider instead of a dropdown 
box as in Ma’at Invest. This saves space and the look of it tells the user that it is a feature to 
interact with. 
 
To enable the asset to be dropped into the Optimization Editor, the datagrid needs to have a 
drop event to it.  
  
private function doDragDrop(event:DragEvent):void  
            {         
                var dropTarget:DataGrid=DataGrid(event.currentTarget);             
                doDragExit(event);  
              var items:Array =event.dragSource.dataForFormat("items") as Array; 
              tmpItems=items; 
  popCriteria(); 
 } 
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3.8.4 analysisViewer.mxml 

The Analysis Viewer is a pure static data page. However, the data never feels static. The 
Ma’at Invest was divided into three pages, in Ma’at Online there are only two to better 
overview and compare data: investmentView and structureView. To be able to fit the three 
pages into two, some redundant data had to be removed and some charts were combined into 
one chart where the user can switch between them with radio buttons. The differentiation 
between the views is only the type of data that is presented. Even though there is different 
kinds of data, the viewers are built in the same way.  As discussed in chapter 2.1.3, the 
importance of consistency is considered Ma’at Online. The layout in the Optimization Editor 
and in the Analysis Viewer is built on the same principles. Lists can be enlarged so that the 
user can view the whole list and charts can be expanded for nicer effects.  
 

3.9 Basic components layer 

3.9.1 Charts 

One of the revolutionary things in Adobe Flex is the charting component library.  Never 
before have developers been able to create such nice looking charts on the Internet. It is not 
only the colors and the fill gradients that make them look good, but also that they are 
programmable. The explode(): function makes the pie slices explode when the user clicks on 
them. When the user wishes to switch between two combined charts, a nice effect occurs 
which makes the transition between the views smooth instead of stiff and boring. 

The tool tips in the charts are included in the Adobe Flex charting component library. They are 
declared in the mxml code within each component.  
public var explodingArray:Array; 
    
private function explode():void  
{ 
         
} 
    
private function slice(index:Number):void 
{ 
      if  (index==0) 
         explodingArray=[20,0,0,0,0,0]; 
         if  (index==1) 
         explodingArray=[0,20,0,0,0,0]; 
         if  (index==2) 
         explodingArray=[0,0,20,0,0,0]; 
         if  (index==3) 
         explodingArray=[0,0,0,20,0,0]; 
         if  (index==4) 
         explodingArray=[0,0,0,0,20,0]; 
}      
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3.9.2 Expandable/collapsible boxes 

To save space, the expandable and collapsible boxes have been used heavily in Ma’at Online. 
When the box is collapsed the head bar is always visible and easy to read. There is a small risk 
that the user will unintentionally miss information, but since the head bars are informative and 
explains what the box hides; there should not be any problems with finding the data. The 
toggle(): function collapses the box to a set y value and the opposite thing happens when it 
expands.  
private function toggle():void  
 { 
     if (bToggle) { 
        bToggle = false; 
         var e:Resize= new mx.effects.Resize(headline); 
          e.heightTo = 20; 
          e.duration = 300; 
          e.play();    
          headline.titleIcon=iconOpen; 
      } 
 else  
 { 
        bToggle = true; 
         var e:Resize= new mx.effects.Resize(headline); 
          e.heightTo = 100; 
          e.duration = 300; 
          e.play(); 
          headline.titleIcon=iconClose; 
     }        
} 
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3.10 Evaluation  
The last step in the development process is according to Preece (2002, p.12) the evaluation. 
All kinds of software have to be evaluated and tested to make sure that the systems meet the 
requirements and are working in the way as they are supposed to. In a financial application 
like Ma’at Online, testing is extremely important. It is very important to make sure that the 
system does not contain any bugs, which can cause disasters. Not only is a functional testing 
required but also a user acceptance testing. Many developers skip this kind of testing because 
it is expensive and there is a stress to get the product out on the market. It is important to 
create a testing plan and this is easy if the UML- notation has been followed. The purpose of 
the testing plan is to make sure that the system fulfills the requirements stated in the initial 
stages of the development process. Since Ma’at Online is not connected to a database and no 
Java methods are implemented, the focus during the testing has been the user acceptance test. 
In an acceptance test, the user is tested in how well he/she can find things in the application. 
The acceptance test often focuses on the navigation and the workflow of the system. 
Readability and learnability are also things that are tested. Testing readability means that the 
user is tested on how easily it is to read the information on the screen. Learnability refers to 
how easy the user can remember how to accomplish actions the next time he/she will use the 
program. (chapter 2.1.3)  

3.10.1 User acceptance test 

A user acceptance test was performed on three users to make sure that the needs and 
requirements of the system were met. The background of the users was of a mixed nature 
(finding users within the portfolio management group was a complicated task and very time 
consuming). However the test people were all within the age of 24 and 65 years old. The 
oldest was 50 and the youngest was 26 years old. Two of the users were familiar with portfolio 
management but did not speak German. The third did not have any prior experience of 
portfolio management but spoke excellent German. All three used Internet everyday, but had 
never seen a Rich Internet Application before. The users went through 18 tasks that asked 
them to for instance insert portfolios and find different values in the editors. The questions can 
be viewed in app.10. See the result in chapter 4.7. 
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4 Result 
The user face design has evolved from many prototype propositions. The prototypes 
in the early stage looked like a standard Internet application with a menu bar left 
aligned and the content of the page structured in tables. There have been many 
changes since the first prototype was modeled. Today, the interface does not look 
anything like it did in the beginning. With further knowledge of the components in 
Flex Class Library combined with creativity, a user interface was created able to meet 
the goals and requirements obtained in the workflow analysis.     

4.1 Workflow and navigation 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

 
 
 
 
 

Fig. 4-1 Ma’at Online navigation 
 
In the fig.4-1 a workflow diagram is shown to symbolize the structure of the 
application. The three pages in the top level layer are only accessible before a login 
has taken place. The link bar layer shows the three main tabs on the navigation menu. 
Under each tab, the editor layers are hidden. The main views in the application are 
portfolioOverview.mxml, optimizationEditor.mxml and the analysis Viewer.mxml.  
 

main.mx

Linkbar1.mxml Linkbar2.mxml Linkbar3.mxml 

portfolioOverview.mxml userProfile.mxml optimizationEditor.mxml transactionList.mxml analysis Viewer.mxml structureView.mxml 

login.mxml accountRegistration.mx

assetBrowser.mxml 

Top level layer 

Link bar layer 

Editor layer 

Component layer 

lineChart.mxml pieChart.mxml pieChart.mxml lineChart.mxml pieChart.mxml pieChart.mxml lineChart.mxml pieChart.mxml 

assetViewer assetInfo assetComparison portfolioCriterias.mxml 

Popup layer 
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4.1.1 login.mxml 

   

 

Fig. 4-2 login 
 
Any tasks performed in Ma’at Online request a login procedure. Hence, the login is 
placed like a gate to the program from the outer world shown in fig.4-2. This interface 
is intended to be presented on corporate sites, and therefore this face can have 
different looks depending on the environment where it is implemented. The user 
needs a username and a password to enter the program. If these criteria are not 
fulfilled, there are options to help the user; either to register as a new customer or be 
linked to a page that handles customers who have forgotten their password.    

4.1.2 accountRegistration.mxml  

   

Fig. 4-3 Registration form         Fig. 4-4 validation on form 
The registration page contains two separate views; the first is where the personal 
information is entered fig.4-3, and the second is where the data is verified. After 
pressed “weiter” which means “next”, an animation occurs and the next page is 
shown.  
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Fig.4-4 shows the validation function that is set to each required input box (marked 
with red asterisk). The text validation is set to check that the correct data has been 
given. This is checked in real-time which means before the user clicks the button. 

4.1.3 Navigation- Link bars 1-3.mxml 

 

Fig. 4-5 Ma’at Online navigation bar 

The navigation bar in fig.4-5, serves as the main navigation in the application. The tab 
bar is a great feature to use; it is easy to notice and the function to it is obvious. The 
marked tab (Optimization Editor) shows what editor the user is looking at and what 
sub pages are available in the linkbar (Overview and Transaction List). The search 
box is placed at the top right corner. The button that accesses the Asset Browser is 
located next to the search box, easy to find and logical. The portfolio that is used at 
the moment is displayed under the search box so that the user always will know to 
what he/she is making changes to. To the very right, the “log out” link is shown with 
icons that point out of the application.  

4.1.4 Search 

 

Fig. 4-6 search box 

The search function is simple and straightforward. The user can either search for an 
asset through using: the name of the asset, the Nsin, or the Isin. The search function 
also serves as a help function where the user can ask questions about the system.   
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4.2 portfolioOverview.mxml 

 

Fig. 4-7 Portfolio Overview  

The first page shown in fig.4-7, welcomes the user to the application through this 
overview site. If the user is a first time user, the page looks like above; no previous 
portfolios are created and therefore should there not be any other options than to 
create a new portfolio. This is available through the only link that is enabled. The link 
also has a head line that tells the user that he/she needs to create a new portfolio. The 
other links seen to the right are disabled and also the tabs in the main navigation bar 
are frozen.  
 

 

Fig. 4-8 New Portfolio 

Since the user only has one choice, to create a new portfolio, the user is asked to enter 
a name for the portfolio that he/she wishes to create (fig.4-8). The name of this 
portfolio will be visible as long as the portfolio is used.   
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Fig. 4-9 Existing portfolios  

If the user already has created portfolios, they are shown in the tree view (fig.4-9). 
When selecting one of the portfolios, the assets used in the portfolio are visible and 
information about the performance of the portfolio is displayed in the lower part of 
the interface. After the user selected the current portfolio, the links next to the list are 
enabled. The head line says: “use portfolios” and the options are: optimize portfolio, 
analyze portfolio or delete portfolio. Depending on what link is clicked, different 
actions will be taken. “Optimize portfolio” transfers the user to the Optimization 
Editor and “analyze portfolio” to Analysis Viewer. “Delete portfolio” simply deletes 
the portfolio from the user’s account.  
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4.2.1 assetBrowser.mxml 

 

Fig. 4-10 Asset Browser in lower part of the screen 

The assetBrower is the central feature in Ma’at Online. If the user chooses to create a 
new portfolio through the Optimization Editor, the Asset Browser is automatically 
displayed in the bottom part of the screen as shown in fig.4-10. The top part is 
considered the Optimization Editor. 
   
4.2.2 assetViewer.mxml 

 

Fig. 4-11 Asset Viewer with the list of assets 

The Asset Viewer is one view out of three in the Asset Browser. It contains a list of 
funds, stocks, bonds and loans (fig.4-11). Each category is located under each tab and 
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has an identifying color to separate the different lists. The window can be enlarged 
through clicking the button in the top right corner.  
The frequent users will probably use the search function located in the lower right 
side of the screen. It also contains a filter to allow limited searches.   
 
To avoid a horizontal scroll bar, the user can choose which columns he/she would like 
to present in the list (not all information may be interesting to all users). To do this, a 
button with the title “adjust columns” is located under the enlarge button at the top 
right corner.  
 

 

Fig. 4-12 Adjust column dialog box 

Clicking the “adjust columns” button makes a pop up come up with the default 
columns, shown in fig.4-12. The columns that the user would like to show are 
checked in the checkboxes, the ones not to show are left out.  
 

 

Fig. 4-13 Drag and drop in the Asset Browser 
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To insert assets into the portfolio, the user has to drag and drop the assets to the grid at 
the top of the screen (see fig.4-13). To help the user to understand to do this action, 
there is an instruction written inside the table which says: “Please drag and drop the 
assets!”. As long as the left mouse button is pressed and the cursor is located over 
anything but the grid, an icon indicates that it is not possible to drop the item. When 
the cursor is moved over the grid, the icon disappears.  
 
4.2.3 assetInformation.mxml 

 

Fig. 4-14 The Asset Information  

The Asset Browser has more functionalities than just to insert assets into the 
Optimization Editor. When double-clicking on an asset in the list or clicking on the 
blue information icon placed to the left in the list, the user will be transferred to a 
page that displays specific information about the asset shown in fig.4-14. The 
information is displayed in various ways for example in lists and in line charts. When 
clicking on the collapsed boxes, more information will be viewed. The user can also 
decide to either insert the asset into the portfolio or compare the information to 
information of another asset. This is done with the button “compare”. To compare this 
particular asset, it needs something to be compared to and the user has to return to the 
Asset Viewer. The user clicks on the arrow that leads him/her back again to the list.  
 
4.2.4 assetComparison.mxml 

 

Fig. 4-15 Selecting assets to compare 
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The purpose of the Asset Comparison is to help the user to decide which asset is the 
best choice. When one asset is inserted into the comparison box, an additional asset 
can be chosen by clicking on the icon that symbolizes the comparison (fig.4-15). The 
names of the two assets are shown in the input box at the bottom of the Asset Viewer. 
After clicking “compare” the user is linked to the Asset Comparison.  
 

 

Fig. 4-16 Asset Comparison 

The Asset Comparison contains almost the same information as the Asset 
Information, but from two assets. The information is shown both separately and also 
combined in a line chart (fig.4-16). From here, the user can choose to insert one of the 
assets or view more details about one of them.  
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4.2.5 Open Asset Browser 

 

Fig. 4-17 Open Asset Browser 

If the user once closed the Asset Browser and would like to use it again, this has to be 
opened through pushing the button “open Asset Browser” in the navigation bar. It 
then pops open and is placed at the lower part of the application, shown in fig.4-17.  
 

4.3 portfolioCriteria.mxml 

       

Fig. 4-18 Criteria based on asset        Fig. 4-19 Criteria based on index 

When the user drags the asset from the list in the Asset Browser and drops it to the 
grid in the Optimization Editor, a dialog box comes up and asks the user to fill out the 
criteria of the assets (fig.4-18). This means what the calculations shall be based on: 
the asset or market index. The user also has to declare the volume of the asset or to 
what percentage the portfolio shall contain the asset (fig.4-19).     
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4.4 optimizationEditor.mxml 
 

 

Fig. 4-20 Optimization Editor interface 

Fig.4-20 shows the Optimization Editor with three assets inserted into a portfolio. 
When the value of the portfolio has been entered, the optimization button is pushed. 
This event updates the pie chart to the left. The pieces in the chart can be extracted 
when clicking on them and tool tips are presented when the cursor is moved over the 
chart. The user can then get the information about the optimized portfolio both in pie 
charts and in data tables.  
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Fig. 4-21 Efficiency line chart 

The efficiency line is the line chart in the middle and is the key point in the 
Markowitz portfolio optimization theory. When the user clicks on the line, he/she 
selects a portfolio that is optimized with the chosen risk and the profit, the user can 
see the information in the pie chart to the right.  As fig.4-21 shows, the two horizontal 
parts of the application can slide vertically. This makes it easier to view the charts in a 
bigger scale.   
 

4.5 transactionList.mxml 

 

Fig. 4-22 Transaction List 

The transactionList.mxml is a list for detailed information about the optimized 
portfolio (fig.4-22). It is accessible from the Optimization Editor via the link bar.  
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4.6 analysisViewer.mxml 
The Analysis Viewer is the other option on the start page that is possible when the 
user already has created a portfolio. The Analysis Viewer can also be used after a 
portfolio has been created in the Optimization Editor. It contains two views: 
 
Investment Titel View 

 

Fig. 4-23 Investment Titel View in Analysis Viewer 

Fig.4-23 shows the Investment Title View which displays further investment data 
about the portfolio. Each chart can be transformed into data tables so that the user can 
se what data the charts are based on.  
 
Structure View         

 

Fig. 4-24 Structure View in Analysis Viewer 
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Fig. 4-24 shows more information obtained from the portfolio. The information can 
be performance the last 6 Months, last year etc. 

4.6.1 Charts 

    
 

Fig. 4-25 Exploding pie chart Fig. 4-26 Table View of pie chart 

 

  
 

Fig. 4-27 Chart data in Line chart         Fig.4-28 Table View of line chart 

All information of the charts can be viewed both numerically (fig.4-26) and 
graphically (fig.4-25). Toggling between the numerical and graphical view is done by 
clicking the button that symbolizes either a table or a chart.  
 
Each piece of the pie chart can explode out and show the data in a better looking way 
(see fig.4-25). The charts are designed with tool tips to show the data when the user 
moves the cursor over the chart. The pie charts are also provided with labels with the 
main information within.  
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4.7 User acceptance test  
In the user acceptance test, the user’s reactions on the interface and the functions of 
the system were tested. The test was a user performance test, which means that the 
user is asked to solve a list of tasks. The test included three people with no prior 
experience of the Ma’at Online project. It was hard to find the right target user that 
both works with portfolio management and speaks German. Among the test users only 
one spoke German, but the two other were familiar with portfolio management. The 
objectives were to see how the user that understood what the buttons and links said 
about the navigation, at the same time as it was interesting to see how the users that 
without training understood the purpose of portfolio optimization.  
 
The test people were all asked to perform the same tasks and then answer some 
questions (see app.8). The tasks were based on figurate situations that the user may 
end up in. The user is not provided with any training since the system is supposed to 
be designed in a self explanatory way.  
 
The first task was to register and was completed without problems. All three users 
understood that the red asterisks were required fields and had to contain certain data.  
 
The next was to create a new portfolio. Finding the link to create a new portfolio was 
an easy task for the German speaking user. The two other test users were a little bit 
confused when they were presented to the Portfolio Overview. But they found the link 
after trying to click on the disabled links.  
 
Two of the users performed the drag and drop function per automatic. The third had 
problems to understand what to do. He did not understand the text telling him to drag 
and drop the asset into the Optimization Editor. All three of them found the Asset 
Information View in the Asset Browser. More difficult it was to find the Asset 
Comparison View. To close the Asset Browser was not a problem to any of the three 
test users.  
 
In the task where the user was asked to insert a value on the portfolio, all three found 
the right input box and clicked on the optimization button without any problems. Two 
of them also found the (VDivider) feature that scales the top and bottom part right 
away.  
 
When it came to finding the navigation, all three found the tab bar. On the question 
about how good the navigation the three agreed on that it was a fairly good 
navigation. The biggest problem said the two who did not speak German, was the 
language barrier.  
 
All three completed the tasks where they should find data in different tables and 
charts. The readability in the tables was really good to good said the test users. The 
tables were easy-to-read and the charts were informative and clear to understand. The 
icons were a little bit confusing, especially the comparison icon. The two users that 
have a financial background had no problems with finding the indicators on whether 
the stocks had increased or decreased in value. The third however did not see the 
indicators at once.  
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The thoughts about the first impression were similar to each other. One said it looked 
advanced, another one said he was confused at first, but felt that he got in to it fast. 
The third said he only needed a few seconds to click around to understand the 
workflow.  
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5 Conclusion and discussion 
5.1 Conclusion 
 
A financial application is a serious system; its purpose is to serve the user to make 
better deals and in the end increase the profit for the company and for its customers. 
The objective of the Ma’at Online project was not to create a “fun”, “cool” or 
“entertaining” application like many other websites. The purpose of the system is to 
get the job done. To do this the developer wanted to develop an interface dealing with 
usability in a whole different way than standard websites using animation and direct 
manipulation. Animation is usually considered as a tool to enhance the user- 
experience in websites. Unfortunately this fails most of the time, due to long loading 
times and confusing workflows. Direct manipulation is more common in standalone 
programs and is not very common on websites, except in forms and buttons. Don 
Norman (cited Cooper 2003) said that:  
 

“Direct manipulation is often easy to use, fun and entertaining, but it is 
often difficult to do a really good job with them”.  

 
The challenge of the Ma’at Online project was to create a system that combined: 
animation, direct manipulation, the user and the Internet usage. Simply, the ultimate 
goal was: create an application that the user could do a good job with.  
The usability tests indicate the conclusion of the application namely. Hence the 
developer can proudly say that the outcome of this project is an application that does 
not only get the job done, it increases the efficiency and helps the user to do what 
he/she aims at: making better deals and gain profit. In addition to that, the appearance 
of the interface became more aesthetic than expected which is only seen as an 
advantage to competitive applications. The finished application will be one of its 
kinds when it will be released (depending on where the competitors stand at the 
point).  
 
The technology still has complications, however in a few years, the features used in 
standalone programs will be used on the Internet. The loading time will also be 
minimized.   

5.2 Challenges and problems 
 
The development process of the application was built on iteration and remodeling. 
The workflow modeling was done with the UML diagrams. During this time, the most 
challenging was to understand the purpose of all functions and how they were used. 
This knowledge was obtained during many team meetings, hence the result of the 
application grew gradually and the new revolutionary thoughts were tested during 
those meetings. Problem areas were detected in Ma’at Invest through the workflow 
analysis, however, the difficulties that the test showed with comparing assets, could 
have been prevented with even more careful modeling. A great example is that the 
user could have been directed into the direction with the help from a dialog box that 
tells him/her to act differently. 
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The constant changes done to the workflow in Ma’at Invest also affected and 
complicated the workflow analyses in Ma’at Online. Although the ongoing changes 
made the workflow definition difficult, it also increased the developer’s feeling of 
influence to plant new ideas into the main product.  
 
The most challenging part of the project was to create a workflow and interface with 
components used in standard standalone programs. These functions are edge cutting 
for the Internet usage and it is essential that the user understands that such functions 
are now available on the Internet. For example a drag and drop function is not used 
frequently in the Internet context. Functions like these were supported with extra help 
for the users. Another challenge was to increase the visibility among complex data 
and make important data stand out. This was mostly made with the effects of contrast 
between the background, the container and the text. Improving the consistency and 
removing redundant data were also crucial to gain better usability. The tests indicate 
that the project was a success! 
 
The main problem in the development process has been in the Adobe Flex environment. 
The training in learning Macromedia Flex Builder and defining the components suitable 
for Ma’at Online was an iteration process itself, since in the beginning of the project the 
Macromedia 2 Beta 1 was used, a few weeks later Beta 2 came out and not just 
improved the working process, but also delayed it and created bugs never seen before. 
Many standard components were not supported in the earlier releases. New components 
were added especially among the charting components. The components were changed 
all through the design process when new more effective and user friendly components 
were found. Except that mysterious bugs were discovered, the largest problem has been 
that the Flex Builder uses a huge amount of processes in the CPU which makes the 
development process slow and compiling the application could sometimes take 30 
minutes if it did not crash before. Using Beta versions is risky and the program is 
obviously not complete yet, however hopefully it will be less buggy when the final 
version is released.  
 

5.3 Possible developments 
The Ma’at Online application has many opportunities to be extended. For its release it 
will only support analyzing tools that the user can use to view the portfolios that have 
been created. Things to do before the release are to combine the interface to the JBoss 
and connect the java methods used in Ma’at Invest so that the functionality and the 
database can be used. However this part was assigned to another team member and 
was not planned to be within the delimitation of this work.  

5.3.1 Future features 

Throughout the implementation phase, the development has been slowed down by the 
Adobe Flex. Many necessary features had to be put on hold until they will be 
supported by Flex. One example of this is the Transaction Editor where the user can 
create the portfolio from choosing assets in the Asset Browser and then drop them 
into a tree view. The customer can then control the portfolio from the transactions 
made. The event of dropping the assets to the tree view is not supported yet, but 
hopefully in the next version of Flex. While the Transaction Editor does not fulfill its 
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purpose at the moment, it is considered a future key feature and left out in this first 
release. There should also be a possibility to purchase assets through this editor, a 
feature which should be a future element in the Optimization Editor as well. The user 
shall also be able to get more information about how well or not well the portfolios 
are doing and what changes he/she may have to do to get better results. This 
information should be implemented on the start page of the application to make the 
user aware of the opportunities to create even better portfolios.   
 
An other feature on the top ten list of possible improvements, is to create a link 
between the investment manager and the customer. The Ma’at Online should be 
connected to the Ma’at Invest which supports features assigned to the investment 
manager so that he can give the best advices to the customer. The customer on the 
other hand can use Ma’at Online for creating the portfolios and analyzing them. The 
programs should be connected in a way that the data inserted in the Ma’at Invest can 
be imported in Ma’at Online and vice versa.  
 
The interface is designed with the intelligent Flex style sheets and the look and feel of 
the application can easily be changed. However, this has to be done in the 
development environment. One way to improve the customization of Ma’at Online is 
to create a feature where the administrator can choose colors and logos of Ma’at 
Online to fit the company identity better. This feature shall be located in an 
administration back end site where customers can be managed etc.  
 
The companies that wish to implement the Ma’at Online on their corporate sites shall 
be able to buy rights to each feature instead of buying the extended application. This 
will create more sales opportunities and hopefully satisfied customers while they do 
not have to pay for features they are not in the need of. For example, the Optimization 
Editor, the Portfolio Analysis Editor and the Transaction Editor can be used separated 
or combined in the user’s combination of choice. The Asset Browser is considered the 
main feature and will be included in any package.   
 
Today Ma’at Online does not contain all the tips and error messages required to help 
the user in all situations. This is an important feature to work on and to develop 
further. The help should be presented in the way the validation tool tips are; checking 
for mistakes in real time so that the user can discover errors right away and not being 
presented after pushing the button like in standard web applications.  
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Instruktioner för användartest 05/25/2006 
 
 
Logga in genom att klick på ”registrieren”. 
Du behöver inte fylla i mer än E-mail adress och lösenord (lösenord=Kennwort 
Einrichten, Bekäfta lösenord=Kennwor erneut). Fyll de andra rutorna med dummy 
data. 
 
Scenario: 
 

1. Du vill skapa en ny portfolio, hur gå du vidare från startsidan? (skapa ny 

portfolio heter ”neues Portfolio ertellen”). 

2. Infoga fond 5 i depot specifikationen, den ska vara baserad på index och 

ha ett intervall på 0-100%. 

3. Du vill se ytterligare information om Fond 9, hur gör du? 

4. Systemet kan även jämföra informationen mellan två värdepapper. 

Jämför Aktien 2 och Aktien 8. (jämföra=vergleichen). 

5. Infoga Aktien 2 i depot specifikationen. Den ska också vara baserad på 

index. 0-100% 

6. Infoga sedan Aktien 7 och basera den på asset och ge ett antal 

värdepapper (basisvolumen) och värdet på target volume (zielvolumen). 

7. Stäng Asset Browsern (schliessen) 

8. Sätt ett värde på portfolion och tryck på ”optimieren”. 

9. Förstora bilden där diagrammen är. 

10. Klicka på den röda efficiency linjen för att få se den nya portfolion.  

11. Vilket värde har Einzeltitel 5 i EUR? 

12. Gå till Portfolio Analyze 

13. Vad är trenden för 3 år? (3 Jahre) 

14. Byt till tabell på performance diagrammet 

15. Finns det mer än en sida under Portfolio Analyze tabben? 

16. Gå tillbaka till Optimization Editor 

17. Du vill lägga till ett värdepapper till i din portfolio, hur gör du? (Ledtråd: du 

måste öppna ”Asset Browser”) 

18. Du har 10 000 fonder att välja mellan, hur skulle du gå tillväga för att hitta 

den fond som passar dig bäst? 
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Generell undersökning av systemet? 
Klicka runt bland kapitlerna på huvudmenyn och svara på följande frågor: 
 

 
På en skala från 1-5 där 1 är lätt och 5 är svårt: 
 

- Hur lätt/svårt var det att komma dit du ville i systemet? 
 
- Hur lätt/svårt var det att se datan i tabellerna? 

 
- Kunde man lätt se om ett värdepapper stigit eller sjunkigt i värde? 
 
- Hur bra/dåligt hjälpte diagrammen att illustrera datan tycker du?  

 
 
 
 
Vad är första intrycket av systemet? 
 
Synpunkter på navigationen? 
 
Hur var tabellerna att läsa? 
 
Fanns det moment på sidorna som på något sätt hindrade din koncentration? 
Om i så fall vad? 
 


